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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for Ai!, and with Firmness in the Right."

.VOLUME XVffiT

ROYTTIlOfiAQuWYT

PUEBLO FLOODED;
'MANY LIVES LOST

Late reports from Pueblo and
other Colorado points along the
Arkansas river state that they
have undergone :' the worst
flood known for years. Probab
ly a hundred or more lives werfe
alone. , The
lost in Pueblo
scenes according to reports are
cars,
indescribable; Trains,
engines, houses are piled in
great masses. A. S. Hanson of
Roy who was in Colorado Srings
at the time of the flood managed to get to Roy Tuesday with
Hariy Hoskins of the Morey
Merc. Co. They came by auto
and drove for miles over the C.
and S. tracks and the Santa Fe
tracks., A 1 bridges are practic
ally gone dr. ruined. Mr. Hanson had to help build several
bridges or repair, them before
he could get thru the flood ridden country. No out siders
are allowed to stay in Pueblo
and every male resident of the
city able to work is compelled
to help clean up the town. The
mud on main' street is about two
feet thick. There are about
twenty or more miles of track
washed out or the grades ruin
ed and it will take a week to
open traffic on the railroads.
All Denver mail comes to Roy
from the south and all eastern
mail is sent by way of Tucum-ca- ri
at present. Two Union
Pacific trains were washed from
the tracks. While at first the
loss of life was thot probably
3000 or more, this number was
quickly dimished as the waters
receded and a check made on the
Several campers
population.
along the Arkansas were drown
ed. Other cities suffering from
the flood were Florence, Canon
City, Portland and a number of
of
other small towns west
Pueblo. The loss .will probably
reach 10,000,000 or more. Aid
is being received from all over
the United States and altho
Pueblo is in utter ruin the busi- ness men say they will rebuild
the town at once.
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VILLAGE BOARD HOLDS
REGULAR MEETING
The Village Board held their
regular meeting Monday evening with all members present.
of business
The regular
was gone over and several new
matters were brought up. ' The
contract for the building of the
new sidewalk was let to contractor. Henry and he will start
the work as soon as the material can be gotten, on the grounds
The New pump has been shipped from Fort Worth and will
be

immediately

'

installed.

A

petition for the grading of the
Floersheim addition was present
ed to the Board signed by a num
ber of taxpayers but was tabled
for the present, on the account
of the lack of funds. Several
were
other minor matters
threshed out by the Bon "d.' The
next meeting will be held on the
first Monday of July.

BRANCH

GALLEGOS

1ÍXJMBEFZ2
NEW COUNTY GOES INTO EFFECT TUESDAY

GYPSY OPERETTA TO BE GIVEN

One of the beautiful June wed
dings of Roy took place last
Monday morning at the Catholic Church when Rev. Father
Vachon prnounced the words
that made Samuel N. Gallegos
and Miss Tillie Branch man and
wife. A large number of friends
and relatives of the young coup
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their friends. '
In the, eveninga number of
the' young' folks and older ones
too. save them an old fashioned
eharvari after which all went to
the drug store and spent a
half hour of merriment in
which the- goom was captured
and taken to the city jail while
the bride in disgust silently
waited and later made a search
for him finding him in the village "Cooler". He was taken
out to cet bond and aain dis
appeared from his tearful bride
but later was located in hiding
and everything ended happy
and all had a good laugh over
the pranks and jokes played on
--
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HA2ELTINE

GYPSY SINGERS.

'l'ht; Haacltlne Gypsy Singers add a
touch oi' grand oorn and at the game
timo a touch of the color and freedom
of the wild gypsy cun.ps to the big
ChuutauQua program to be given here
soon. They give a tuneful operetta:
"The Gypsy Maiden," on the second
ni;ht. This operetta is fully costumed
and elaborate stage settings are carried.
Miss Kdna Ilaseltintj, the leader ol
tno company, is a grand opera singer
of unusual ability. She studied in
Franco with Madame ' Calve, tht
world's grep Kit .Carinen, and has all

the tire and dash and power of her
great teacher.
In the afternoon an artist3 recital
will be given for the benefit of those
who know arfd love really good music.

The Chautauqua aims to bring something' that will appeal to everyone
and the second afternoon will be the
big treat for music lovers. However,
the program will be chosen from tho
better known opera numbers-oa Gyiv
sy type and are lively enough and
colorful enough to appeal to those who
ordinarily do not care for classical muf

sic.

Coming Roy Chau tauqua June 13.

been appointed Director of In-- , :n Denver the past week return
ternai ice venue ana 'rohioitíon ed home Tuesday, lie reports
of New Mexico..
'the roads in horrible condition.
A1 telegram
received Tuesday
John Hornbaker has secured
the contract for. the building of from Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Brad-ic- y
the V. II. Anderson residence.
and son; Jay and wife gives
The house will be a four room relatives and friends the news
frame and work will be startcc' that they had a very narrow
-'- .Srv
cape from the flood at Pueblo.
át once.
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IF YOU ARE NOT

INSURED
KOW IS THE TIME TO DO IT

WE TAKE YOUR NOTE
it is TOO LATE
SCHULTZ & JOHNSON
See Us Befora

understand that thev will
make their future home in E.
Las Vegas altho the greater
Wo

portion

P, S. WE STILL HAVE PLENTY OF 10 percent

spent

Spanish-America-

I

MONEY TO LOAN ON REAL ESTATE

By a recent ruling of AttorFi'ed Breford and wife left
for Alva, Oklahoma Monday ney General Bowman, the pracwere they will assist in harvest tice of. assessors and the j$tate
for the next few weeks and vis- lax .Commission pt assessing
it friends and relatives. Fred plowed land at a highér, figure
expects to finish harvest there than uncultivated land has been
before his harvest will be ready Glared unconstitutional. This
here, but we'll bet Fred will will 'causemany thousand acres
to be plowed on the Mesa that
miss the nice cool weather of was left untilled because
it was
the mesa when ho is roasting in assessed much higher than
cd

scorching Oklahoma.

land.

oeci

GAL KRAUT
GAL KETCHUP
BLACKBERRIES 2't Tin
Tin
APRICOTS 2
MILK IIOMINY'2tt Tin
MILK HOMINY ZXb Tin

60c

?1.00
30c
30c
13c
20c
-
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NO INTEREST

them.

of their time will' be
in travelling as Mrs.
Gallegos will travel with her
husband in his wors which
takes them all over tho tato of
New Mexico.
n
with
The
Extends
readers
numerous
its
LITTLE GIRL DIES
congratulations to the happy
young couple.
The seven year old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. ,Carlton of
Lester Floersheim has been
Decatur, Texas died' at the employed as salesman at the
Saturday Floersheim Merc. Co. and enter
Hospital
Plumlee
night after being operated upon ed upon his duties Saturday
for appendicitis. Mr. Carlton last. Lester is a good saleman
is a homesteader up in the Taos and the F. M. Co. are, congratucountry near the small town of lating themselves upon securing
'
Servilleta.
his services.
Mr. Carlton had gone on to
Sarvillita and his wife and sonin
Archbishop Daeger of Santa
law and daughters were making Fe passed thru Roy Thursday
the trip overland when the little last enroute to his home in San"daughter Jewell taken suddenly ta Fe, New Mexico. The Rever
'
ill near the T. E. Mitchell ranch endite dinner in Roy.
brought
the
and Mr. Mitchell
mother and child to Roy in his HEAVY RAINS ON
THE MESA
car where the child received
medical attention and seemed to
A heavy rain fell all over the
improve and later was taken to
on of the hotels 'where she be- - mesa last Friday evening, the
worse,, and Dr. gaug3 showing 1.89 at Roy and
, came suddenly
Plumlee was called and made an a little further north. On Satimmediate operation but the lit- urday night it did net rain but
tle child was alrady too far gone simply poured all night and
to save her life as the appendix over' two inches fell thru out
had bursted prior to the opera- the night. The whole mesa is
tion. The father had been tele soaked and the wheatha3-is sure
- been
graplwd for and reached the bed looking fine. There
week,
all
this
showers
body
light
thru
The
died.
she
before
side
farmers
was prepared for shipment by and it is too wet for theyet.
.All
Undertaker Dodds and , sent tc to get into the fields
and
if
fine
growing
are;
crops
on
the
Servillita
at
home
the
the
our
not
do
we
miss
gues3
accompanied
Sunday ,nooa train
by the sorrowing mother and mesa will have cne of the best
father ' and will be laid to rest tops "ever rcc-n cn the nesá
on the family Homestead... ,

Mrs. Regoni of near Mills
and Mrs. Romero of Ray
When you write it Tuesday
die suddenly.
...
morning, make it Roy, .Harding
Mrs. Jose Leon Rompro Vnf
County for the new county of
Harding will be a reality on .the east part of town died very "
that morning. The new officers suddenly last Saturday morning
will be named either Monday Mrs. Romero had been ailing for
evening or Tuesday morning by several weeks but was able to
the Governor and vail probably do her work at all tiWs. Rho'be sworn in Tuesday. '. We have arose Saturday morning and
not learned the list of appom was sitting in a chair talking to
tees as the Governor cannot her family when she snrlrWumake them before Monday accor fell over dead on the floor. Mrs.
ding to the way the Bill was Leon Romero and lived for a
passed by the Legislature, hut number of years near, the old
we will tell you all about it;.in toll gate at the Red River cros3
next week's paper. Mosquero ing where the bridge is now lo
the new County Seat will be in cated. Later they moved to
Gala Decoration .for.' the big Roy and have' made their horns
event which will be pulled off here since. Mrs. Romero leaves
Tuesday and Wednesday. The a husband, and one daughter
County High' School which will and two sons to mourn hpr
be at Roy is already under death. She was about 55 years
course of construction . The old at the time of her death.
The funeral was'hpld hv Rev
new County officers will probab?
Fr.
Vachon at " the Catholic
domiciled,
ly be
in the School
weeks until temporary quarters Church with burial Sunday at
can be arranged. Harding the the Roy Cemetery. Heart 'fail-baby County of New Mexico will ure brot on by rheumatism wa3
probably be the best agricul- family have the sympathy of y '
tural county in the state and we the entire town in their bereav- - C ...
expect to jump to a second class neiH.
Mrs. Barney Regoni
county within a year and to be
Mrs. Rosa Regoni, wife of
a first class within five yars.
Yes Harding County will be on Barney Regoni fell dead at the
the map of New Mexico next family' home northeast of town
week, and we expect to make last Sunday morning. Mrs. Rethe rest of the state set up and goni was writing a letter to her.
take notice of. us for why daughter in Illinois when she
shouldn't we, as we have the stated she was taking sick and ':
best part of the state in the fell 'over from her. chair to the
floor and life was extinct when
new County.
her sons reached her side. The
body was prepared for shipBUYS TAILOR SHOP
ment by Undertaker Dodds and
Mr. J. E. Wagoner has pur the funeral held Tuesday morn
chased the City Tailor Shop ing by Rev. Fr. Vachon after
from Doc. McCargo. Assisted which the body was taken to
by hi-- wife they aie prepared to the undertaking establishment
tun out high class work. He and shipped on Wednesday to
reports business picking up. their old fahiily home in Joliet,
Roy is large enough to support Illinois.
Mrs. Regoni was bora in Italy
a good tailor shop and we hope
to see Mr. Wagoner make good. in 1857 and came,, to America
35 years ago and was married
CALL FOR HELP FOR
to Barney Regoni at Jotiet, IlliPUESLO FLOOD VICTIMS nois. To this Union were born
the following children: Thomas
The Americaij. Red) Cross, ap- Emelio,. Lena, Tony and Mary,,
peals to the people of Roy and The sons are all at home and
Community to aid the Colorado the daughters, both married
flood sufferers.
live at Joliet. Mr. and Mrs.
Regoni came to New Mexico in
Since the extent of the Colo- 1908 and homesteaded
near
rado flood disaster has been de: Mills and have lived on the
termined it has become neces- homestead ever since, undergosary to make a general appeal ing the hardships of the pioneer
to the American people for Mr. Regoni and the children
funds to aid the sufferers. have the sympathy - of their
Through ii: Congressional Char many friends near Mills and
ter the American Red Cross is around Roy in their sad bereav-mcn- t.
authorized to receive and admin
n
extister funds collected for disasThe
ter relief.
end;1; the deepest of sympathy
The Chairman of the Roy to these two grief stricken
Chapter is in receipt of the families in their sorrow.''
most urgent appeals for aid
We forgot to record the news
from this community. Mr. Jas.
L. Fieser, manager of this di- - that I. Ogden, Sr. of Mora was
vision is himself, in Pueblo di in Roy last week but he came
recting in person the relief and went so quietly that wo nev
work. All donations should be er got a glimpse of his smiling
ent to his address at Pueblo face.
or to the American Red Cross, We expect to sec he and Mrs.
to Ogdcn over for the celebration
Sc. Louis, Mo. or handed
your Chapter Treasurer, C. L. next Tuesday.
Justice at. the First National
A letter from Mr. and Mrs.
Bank, Roy.
All churches and organized Leo Wagner of Gilbertsville,
Societies as well as every indi- Iowa tells us that they are the
vidual should contribute to this proud parents of a fine baby
most urgent need which is an girl since the 20th. Leo has re
gained his health and is as big
immediate one.
It is probable that within a and stout as ever; we are sure
day or two a National Proclama the above is good news to" their
tion will be issued by Pres. Hard many friends in and near Roy.
ing calling upon the entire coun And by the way wa might add
try for its aid and a similar one that Leo and family aro figurfrom the Governor of Colorado. ing c;i again locating in or near
Mrs. II. Krabbenáchmidt, Roy in the future.
Chair'm. Roy Chapter
Notice to the Public
A. R. C.
F. S. Brown,
Mayor, Village
The drainage of the streets of
of Roy.
Roy is being continually damaged ty persons who insist on driv
NOTICE FARMERS
ing across village lots instead of
The Farmers of the Mesa on streets, and in this manner
held a meeting at the office of fill up the side drainage of the
F. H. Foster last Saturday after streets. The Townsite has all
noon and after discussing the been graded and the streets are
Mutual Hail Association thoroly the throughways of the town
it was decided by those present and they must be used for that
to continue the Farmers' Mutual purpose. Don't cut corners or
Hail Association this year just drive across vacant lots, keep
as they have the past two years the streets and you will aid the
They have had policies printed. town to keep up her streejts and
and are now ready to receive Roy will be bothered with very
your hail insurance at any time. little mud. Unless this nuisIf you are interested, write to ance is stopped at once, parties
the Secretary Mr. Paul C. who continuewillto drive across pri
be prosecuted.
Haines or call at his office in vate lots
Take warning and save trouble.
Keep on the streets.
The Farmers' Mutual Hail Asso
R. C. Grunig, Street, Commb-..'- .,
ci?n3r, Roy, New M?;'i:ot
.

,

olic ritualistic ceremony at the
,
church.
The Bride, Mrs. Gallegos is
one of Roy's most charming
younsr ladies and is the
eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Pablo P... Branch of this place
and has spent practically all her
life in Roy.. She is a graduate
of the Roy .Schools and for the
past few years has been one oi
Mora County's ioremost teach
ers and the past year has been
in charge of the second grade of
the Roy ' Schools and would
probably have been one of the
teachers tor the coming term
had she not decided to take ud
the school of one instead of the
school of many. We are sure
that the Groom has made a vise
selection for a future helnmate
and we congratulate him on his
wise judgment.
The Groom is a young man
of excellent qualities and is one
ot the owners oí. the Parisian
Art Co." and has been making
Rov the t)ast three vears in the
interest of his company with the
exception ot the time he was
serving Uncle Sam during the
late war. He is the eldest son
of Mrs. D. Gallegos of Saguache
U)lorado and xs a young man of
fine anDearance and will no
doubt make a worthy helpmate
lor the one he has chosen to go
thru life's"j,ourney with him.
After the wedding ceremony
the happy young couple went to
the home of the brides parents
where a fine wedding dinner
was'served by the brides mother ami sister to the bride and
and crroom and u number oí

TWO SUDDEN DEATHS

ICE CREAM FREEZER S

....................

.

...

?4.2E

... .... l2c
$1.00

LADIES COTTON HOSE per pair
MENS WORK SHIRTS
MENS OVERALLS, best grade

...................

$1.50

Fresh Vegetables every day
m-

(VVatch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY
'A Profitable Place tp

Tract'

.

.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

000

CORES LOST IN PUEBLO FLOOD

and

,

DEATH TOLLS REACH HUNDREDS

"Pueblo's

ESTIMATED
v

;

15,000 HOMELESS

NUMBER

LOST IN DISASTER WILL NEVER
'
BE KNOWN.

MILLIONS IN PROPERTY LOST
REPORTS SHOW HEAVY RAINS CAUSE ENORMOUS LOSS OF LIFE AND PROPERTY
OVER ENTIRE STATE.
Denver, June 6. Friday, June 3, wag
a diirk day In the history of Pueblo,
Colorado's second city. Flood waters
from the Arkansas and Fountain rivers devastated the business and lower
residence sections of the town, sweeping away hundreds of bouses and musing great loss of Ufe. Reports to d'ute
show property loss will run Into millions, while constantly dead bodies
are being found, until the death roll
shows upwards of 200. Flood waters
fill a large portion of the city, and
Saturday and Sunday as tliey receded
new horrors were reveuled.
In some
places the water was reported seventeen feet deep.
union depot was In the een-te- r
of the flooded area, which reached
from the high cliffs ou which the better residence portion of the city Is located at Seventh street to Vest of the
station. Practically all In that lower
Friday
From
sect inn is destroyed.
night to Sunday the city was without
light or water, street' cars stopped,
fires became frequent and with no
chance to fight them, soon consumed
many business and residence blocks.
The flood wns augmented by n second
Saturday
which
cloudburst
wrought greater havoc. Sunday, with
the breaking of Reaver dam, eight
miles north of Florence, and a terrliic
cloudburst about 3 p. m., the stricken
city Is in ft most pitiful condition. The
Arkansas river rushed down again and
the receding waters were given fresh
Impetus.
It Is Impossible to tell the
extent of this dire disaster.
Pueblo Is under martial ' law, the
f'olorado National Guard and Colorado
lungers being In complete control of
.lie city. 'Looters have been arrested
by the dozen and several shot. Armies
of rescuers worked day and night to
save persons caught in the flood and
who could not reach safety before the
grent nine-fowall of water struck
,
the city.
.
Denver & Río Grande train No. 3
and Missouri Pacific train No. 12 were
caught In the flood nnd both turned
turtle. As each carried numbers of
passengers, It is not now known bow
many perished.
Railroad nnd wagon bridges nre out
north, south and west of Pueblo, and
It Is difficult to get relief to the
stricken city. Denver sent a special
train of clothing, food, blankets and
other necessnry equipment Saturday
night. Red Cross nurses nnd helpers
accompanied this train with a full supply of emergency material.
Tbe Salvation Army,
Fltzslmons
Hospital,
Fort Logan and many others put fortb
every effort to supply necessaries for
the thousands of homeless.
Forty-on- e
undertakers from Denver
took special train for Pueblo Sunday
morning to nsslst in caring for the
dead. Trinidad sent a carload of provisions, Victor, Colorado Springs nnd
other towns responded nobly to the call
of the distressed city.
Governor Shoup took up his residence ttt Colorado Springs In order to
be as near the scene of disaster as possible. First band reports to him by
Representative Iver Dnley and State
Pure Food Inspector W. F. Cannon on
Sunday morning shows that tbe total
number of dend would never be known,
that scores of bodies will never be
found, either because they nre buried
under tons of sand or destroyed in
some of the fires that raged, nnd
caused this statement to be issued by
the governor:
"The Pueblo flood Js much worse
than the disaster attending the earthquake nnd fire In San Francisco. The
exact number of dead may never be
known. Scores of bodies may never
be recovered."
Every possible assistance has been
rushed to Pueblo In an effort to relieve
the situation as much as possible.
ot

,

Damage Can Not Be Estimated.
Pueblo, Colo. No estimate of the
actual property damage from flood
here or loss of life can be made at
this time. Conditions are beyond description. Virtually every building
from the postoffice to the square beyond the Union station on Union avenue was completely wiped out. In addition to the havoc wrought by the
water, buildings undermined by the
Inundation have caved in causing a
scene of desolation and horror beyond anything ever seen in Colorado.
Two Mi Ilion Railroad Damage.
Surveys made by trackmen sent out
by tbe Denver A Rio Grande furnish
no definite Idea of the extent of the
track damage wrought by the storm.
According to statements made- at the
general offices of the Denver & Rio
Grande and Colorado & Southern the
damage to freight In the Pueblo yards
will amount to upwards of $2,003,000.
-

EYE WITNESS
TELLS OF HORROR
HOUSES TOPPLE OVER FILLED
WITH WOMEN ANlD CHILDREN.
'

Wrought by Firs
Water at Pueblo Beyond

Devastation

and

Description.

...

.

Las Animas Flooded.

Las Animas, Colo. Four Mexicans
are reported drowned, houses in the
lower section of the city swept from
their foundations and the entire city
was surrounded by waters ranging in
depth from one to six feet. Residents
fleeing from the residential districts
of the city to the hills. Owing to
flooding of the lighting plant the
city was in darkness, adding to the
terror of the people.. The sugar factory here has been flooded out and
water reached a depth of six feet
in the company offices and throughout the plant. The bridge over the
Arkansas river here was. washed
out. AH telephone lines were car"
ried away. The river is swollen and
has overflowed its banks. The four
Mexicans reported drowned are sugar
factory employés who were in the
company houses near the plant. They
did not heed warnings of the oncom
tng flood. It is feared other's may
have perished in the wall of water
which struck the city late in the
evening.
.

Many Daring Rescues.
The entire eastern section of the
city was Isolated. The south side also
was cut off from the business district
Frank Pryor of a local furniture
rompuny spent one night on one stand
Ing wall of his four-storbuilding,
which collapsed.
Richard Phllbins of the Rangers was
rescued from a telephone pole where.
he had spent tbe night. He was riding
a horse when the waters overwhelmed
him. Tbe horse was drowned, but
Phllbins managed to swim to the pole.
Scores of persons were detected loot
Ing stores as the flood poured Its way
Into the streets. A hundred shots
were fired at the loters by soldiers.
Scores of strong men risked their
lives to bring women and children to
safety. The Colorado Rangers, the police and Troop C of the Colorado National Guard bent to the work of rescue. Scores of persons alive In Pueb
y

their lives to the bravery of the
men of these organizations and scores
of volunteers.
J. B. Roberts and Robert Wayland,
prominent business men, volunteered
to take a boat and attempt to reach
two women whose calls could be heard
In the darkness. After much difficulty
they found a girl of 19, Mary McAI-este- r,
clinging to a power wire. She
was taken into the boat and the men
attempted to reach bar mother, ln a
treetop close by.
They succeeded in getlng her Into the
boat, when she gave a lurch and all
four went Into the water. After a
struggle Roberts and Wayland, with
tiie girl, managed to scramble onto the
roof of a floating house, but their danger was not over and the. building was
carried down the street closer and
closer to the lumber yard of the King
Investment Company.
Their cries for help attracted the
attention of men on the roof of a negro
church, who suw the capsized boat under the eaves of the floating house and
carried along with it. The three finally righted the boat, got into It again
and got to a point here they could
wade to safety. The girl's mother, it
Is feared, was drowned.
Among the refugees was an aged
Mexican woman, crying for someone
to go after her daughter, stranded in
their home. In her hands she clasped
a bundle of clothes and a pound of
lo owe

$1,000,000

courthouse

houses 600 homeless. The schools,
churches, public buildings and hun
dreds of private homes are housing
countless others left destitute by the
flood. The destitute are being fed at
the rate of 600 an hour by the Red
Cross, which has nobly responded to
the tremendous demands for assistance. But despite the
efforts to take care of Its unfotunates,
the city must have outside aid and at
once.
U. 8. Asked for $5,000,000 Aid.
Colorado Springs. Governor Shoup
Is asked to appeal to the federal gov

ernment for an appropriation of $5,- of which $2,000,000 may be Im
mediately available, in a telegram re
ceived at his home from James L.
Lovern, president of the city council
of Pueblo, Frank S. Hong, chairman
levee repair committee ;. E. ET Withers,
president Pueblo waterworks ; C. K.
McIIarg, president Arkansas Valley
Ditch Association'
The text of the message follows :

000,000

"Hon. Oliver H.
Colorado Springs:

Shoup,

governor,

"Late estimates of total property and

crop damage between Cafion City and
state line, Is from fifteen to twenty
Damage In Pueblo
million dollars.
city and county alone will total six to
eight million dollars. Federal govern
millions of dollars to
Improve, and repair levees In all sections of the country. We now ask for
government to appropriate sum of
butter.
of which the sum of $,,,000,-00- 0
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Verhofstad, for
may be immediately available for
past middle life, were typical of many purpose of repairing and improving
of the unfortunates.
Fleeing, before Arkansas river and Fountain river
the rush of water, they had nothing levees und removing debris from cities
but the clothes on their backs and a damaged, of which Pueblo should have
small box of valuables.
f
million dolat least one und
Joseph Rosen, clothing merchant, lars immediately. Impossible to ascernarowly escaped death.. Like most of tain loss of life, owing to Impossibility
the merchants, he was ln his shop at of removing debris without great fiMain and Second streets attempting to nancial assistance, but Pueblo alone
save his stock. Tbe Arkansas rushed will show several hundred people
up Main street so quickly he could not drowned when, debris is removed.",
escape. In a desperate effort Rosen
broke through a transom over the
Platte River Goes Over Banks.
show window nnd was seen by J. E.
The
flood gates of Bergen nnd
Creel, D. V. Rupel and others in the
lakes above Denver were raised
Dean Creel Furniture store across the
street. They shouted to rescuers on to allow the flood waters to escape
the second floor, who lowered a rope down the Platte river, that the dams
could take care of the extra water let
and hauled Rosen to safety.
Due whole section of the Pryor fur- loose by the breaking of the Beaver
overniture store was carried away when dam. This caused the river to
In Denver nnd a near
flow
its
banks
struck by Santa Fé loading sheds
swept on .In the flood. Many other panic ensued when the police sent out
similar Incidents occurred through the warning to people living along the low
land next to tbe river. No loss of life
flooded district
wus reported and all danger was soon
Everyone available lent aid., The
over. The police of the city used evY. M. C. A housed refugees and Issued
ery precaution to see that no one was
food cards. Nothing being sold withallowed to cross any 'of the bridges
out the permits.
which the raising water wns threateniA pnrty of twelve newspaper reportng. The water In some Instances runers nnd police escaped drowning only ning
within two feet of the floors of
by clambering to the top of a garage,
bridges.
some of the number caring for a blind the
man, tore a hole through a brick wall
Tell the World We'll Rebuild.
with u pair of large shears.
Prisoners in the city jail were .Pueblo, Cole. Business men of the
hauled
to safety by ropes dropped city are not disheartened by tbe flood,
though the damage to their property
from the second floor.
will be a total loss, wiping out many
List of Destroyed Business Houses. of them.
we are going to
"Tell the world
Pueblo. Thirty Pueblo business rebuild," a group that them
told, the
of
firms have been totally destroyed by newspaper men.
"Send out word over
Many of them lie ln
the flood.
your wires that we are going to have
ruins.
Others have been swept
away altogether.' But two are cov- another city,"
A fund of $125,000 for relief work
ered by flood insurance. The list of
was subscribed among the business
businesses considered a total loss folmen yesterday within a few minutes.
lows:
-

Colorado Springs. The devastation
wrought by fire and flood at Pueblo Is
beyond description, according to C. S.
Rnilshack, formerly of this city, now
special agent of the Santa Fó at Pueblo.
Mr. Railsback made bis way to Colorado Springs by special Sanlu Fé motor cur In an effort to get into communication with Ln Junta over the
Union Pacific wires to order a special
relief train to the scene of the disaster.
"Hundreds of lives were lost und
millions of dollars In property were destroyed," .said Ruilslmck. "The main
business district of th city gutted by
fire and water, and it probably never
will be known how many hundreds of
people perished.
"Tbe entire residence districts ln
several of the lowlands were completely wiped out. I spent tbe entire night,
with hundreds of others, rescuing women 'and little children from the flood,
and my mind is so befuddled that I
can badly talk about tbe thing. It
whs horrible beyond description,
"I saw several frame rooming houses
topple over, plunge into the raging torrent, each filled with screaming women und children. The scene was sick'
5
ening."
V
Mr. Rullsbnck said at one time there
was fifteen feet of water, running
through the Santa Fé yards. In fact,
the yards were completely destroyed.
' To add to the horror itt the flood,
fires broke out all over the city, not
only In tbe business district, but ' in
many residence sections.
The lnrgest business houses of the
city, Including the big banks, Crews- Beggs, White & Davis, Straub's trunk
factory, the King lumber yard and
many others were wrecked by water or
completely destroyed by fire, accord
ing to Railsback.
The river broke over its banks near
the state insane asylum, and soon
there wus a raging torrent from the
high cliffs to the west of the union
depot to Seventh street.

.

and a casualty list

15,000,000

set now at not less than G00.
"The most serious problem facing
the smelter city la that of sanitation,
according to Robert Gast, chief of the
sanitation commission of the Pueblo
chapter of the Red Cross, who has Is
sued an urgent appeal for aid..
i
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Pueblo Menaced by Filth.
Colorado ' Springs. A special dispatch from Pueblo says: "Shrouded
In inky blackness, only relieved by an
occasional flicker of a blazing huild-Ing- ,
Pueblo people have gathered for
the fight to overcome the dlsnster
which nearly a"arwhelmed It Friday
night with a losa to property conservatively estimated at between $10,000,- -

Enormous Property Damages.
Millions of dollars of farm property
was lost in the flood of the Arkansas
river. From Pueblo east to the Kansas line on both sides of the river, entire farms nre devastated. Houses,
fencing, machinery nnd stock nil swept
on by the raging waters. It is thought
that many people may hove perished
on the farms and the lowlands of the
valley along the river, but the exact
number will not be known for some
time. Nearly ever town in the Arkansas valley suffered more or less
damage and loss to property and Ufe.

DIED

HEAD

New York City alone from kidney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pain9 and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking
Jn

Mrs. Osborne Says She Shudders
When She Thinks How

She Suffered.

C50IDMHSM.

"For years." said Mrs.' V. B. Osborne,
of 718 Lancaster Ave., Lexington, Ky
n
"I have ben in a
condition ;
nervous, weak and dizzy. I was actually so nervous that any sudden Tos world's standard remedy for kidney,
noise or excitement would produce a liver, bladder ard uric acid troubles.
palpitation of my heart that fright- Holland's. National Remedy since IMS.
sices.
ened me. I absolutely could not climb All druggists, three
GoM Medal oa orary beat
stairs, for to attempt such would thor- Lank for tbe name
and accept a imitation
oughly exhaust me.
"I bad nervous headaches and when
they came on It seemed that an iron
band was drawn tight around my head.
I now shudder when I think of those
For Your Skin
My -- tomach was weak
headaches.
and I could not digest the lightest
liquid food. Any food of a solid naSeas 25c, OmtaMat 25 aad 50c, Talc 25c
ture caused nausea and the sickening
sensation remained for hours.
"My misery was almost unbearable.
My sleep was never sound and Iwas
worn out all the time. My condition
was indeed a very deplorable one. I
finally sought treatment ln Cincinnati,
but nothing helped me one particle.
1 was on the verge of giving up in
despair when a neighbor pleaded with
me to try Tanlac. 1 obtained a bottle STOMACH PAINS GO'IE
of the medicine and began Its use.
Eatonlo Klada Him Well
run-dow-

No Soap Better
Than Cuticura

AsOnoilaisQcl
From Dood

"1 began Improving

at

once nnd soon

felt my nervousness and dizziness disappearing. Then my headaches left
me and 1 realized my strength had returned. My appetite and digestion Improved and I am now so much better
in every way. This Tanlac Is a wonderful medicine and the only one that
really helped me. I hope every
poor woman who is suffering as I did
will try ,lt." ,
Tanlac is sold by leading druggists
everywhere.

Adv.

But This Isn't London.
"Here you are, gentlemen, the greatest invention of the age!", bawled the

"What is it?" Inquired an onlooker.
"A magnetized keyhole plate for
front doors. It will attract an ordinary steel key from a distance of two
feet. All you have to do. to find the
keyhole Is to take out your key' and
hung on to It."
Three men were Injured
crowd that rushed to buy.

in

"After suffering ten long months
with stomach pains, I have taken
Eatonic and am now without any pain '
whatever. Am as one raised from the
dead," writes A. Perclfleld.
Thousands of stomach sufferers report wonderful relief. Their trouble
is too much acidity and gas which
Eatonic quickly takes up and carries
out, restoring the stomach to a
healthy, active condition. Always carry a few Eatonlcs, take one after eating, food will digest well yon will
feel fine. Big box costa only a trifle
with your druggist's guarantee.
AGENTS WANTED A new. Inexpensive
novelty for home entertainment. Delights,
amazes everyone. Easy to sell by men or
women. People really want it. Write for
Information. Multiecope Co., Pasadena, Cal.
For Sole Home Cured Tobacco direct from
grower. Chew'g, 5 lb. 2; smok'g, t lb. $1.60,
prepaid. John W. Jones, Greenfield, Tenn.

PATENTS
Bates reasonable-

FEECSÍLES

-

K. Coleman
Watson
LawyerWaahlngton

Patent
ju. u. Adrice ana oook ire
Hlahest references. Bestserrloes

126 MAMMOTH JACKS

the

I hare a bargain for yon, enme quick.
W. L. D.CLOW8 JACK FARM

Tit-Bit-

Cedar Kapide, Iowa

Never do any worrying today that
you can Just as well postpone until tomorrow.
.

the rim to Cat Rid el
These Uf ly Spot.
Then' no looser the slightest seed ot
feeling ashamed oí your freckles, as Othlne
Important to Mother
double strength Is guaranteed to remove
Examine carefully every bottle of
these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othlne double CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
strength from your druggist, and apply a for infants and children, and see that it
little of It night and morning and you
Ron re: tha
should soon see that even the worst freckles
have begun to disappear, while the lighter
ones have vanished entirely.
It la seldom Signature
that more than one ounoe Is needed to completely clear the akin and gala a beautiful In Use for Over 30 Years.
clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Othlne, as this la sold under guarantee ot
money back If It falls to remove freckles.
Now
-

b

(ZífW3)f.

TWO THINGS NOT LOOKED FOR

NOT WHAT THEY LOOKED FOR
Audience, Like Readers of Novels,
Wanted What They Had Been
Used to Getting.

,

Watkins Hit! and Clothing
Shop; Griffin Style Shop; Gross and
Wildln; Barnheim Outfitters; Dean-CreFurniture Company; Rosen's
Clothes Shop; Palace Drug Store;
McCarthy Embalming Parlors; Prior
Furniture Co.; Western National
Hawkins-Whit- e
Bank;
Furniture
Co.; Kress
Store; United Cigar Store; Dixon and Miller; Sellers
Confectionery;
Knibel
Sporting
Goods Company; Penter Cigar Company; White-Davi- s
Clothing Company; F. W. Wool worth
Store; Ellington Cafó; , Rushmer
Jewelry Store; Hosman. Drug Company; R. T. Frazer Saddlery; Cotting
Brothers' Furniture Store; 'West
Bros., Jr., Furniture Store; Dixon-Stum- p
Bottling Compány; Kniebel
Bottling Company; Jack Gray, barber; H. B. King Commission Com
pany; Hinckle-Duk- e
Mereantile Com
pany; Colorado Bedding Company;
Brinkley-Dougla- s
Fruit Company;
Forbush Ice Company: Straub Trunk
Company, destroyed by fire; King
investment Company, burned; offices
of the Arkansas Vallev Railroad.
Light and Power Company; Pueblo
havings Bank; Cfews-Begg- s
Dry
Goods
Company; Taub Brothers
Haberdashery; - Winch-Slayde- n
Stationery Cortpany; Tom Brown Shoe
Store; Churchill Jewelry Company;
Pueblo Carriage Company; Pueblo
Auto Company; Newton Lumber
Company.. One entire city block, between First and ' Second streets on
Santa Fé was entirely destroyed,
every building being demolished.
Between Third and Union streets on
Santa Fé, Main and Court streets,
buildings were completely destroyed.

'

Even Stolid Englishman Saw the
mor in One of Josh Billings'
Famous Jokes.
Andrew Carnegie

Hu--

.

told a good Btory

at the expense of Matthew Arnold In
his' "Autobiography."
It seems that
"The average popular novelist and the English critic was not successful
bis audience are very, very well, it In his lectures in the United States,
but he was anxious to learn, and he
reminds me of a story.
e
"An
music hall artist turned asked how Josh Billings held his auup, after some years of absence. In dience. The American humorist rea certain provincial town where he plied: "Well, you mustn't keep them
had once been a great favorite. He laughing too long, or they will think
you are laughing at them. After givbulbwent on In his usual make-uous red nose and so forth expecting ing the audience amusement you must
a grand reception, but all his efforts become earnest and play the 'serious
role. For Instance, 'There are two
were received ln gloomy silence.
"'What's the matter with 'em?' he things In this life for which no man
said afterward to the stage manager, Is ever prepared. Who will tell me
and he dashed a tear from his eye. what these are?' Finally some one
cries out, 'Death.
'Well, who gives
'Have they forgotten old Bill?'
Many respond
" 'No, Bill, they ain't forgotten you,' me the other?'
said the manager in a kindly voice. wealth, happiness, strength, marriage,
'No, It ain't that, but you've changed taxes. At last Josh begins solemnly:
your 'jokes about. You're tellin' the 'None of you has given the second.
one about the star boarder ahead of There are two things on earth for
the one about tbe limburger, and it which no man is ever prepared, and
them's twins,' and the house shakes."
upsets 'em.' "
Dr. William Lyon Phelps of Tale
said at a dinner ln Philadelphia:

old-tim-

p

Mr. Arnold did also.
About
Colors.
Train Turned Over.
More men die of idleness than of
Is your room small? Then avoid
The overturning of a Denver & Rio
yelloiv and red In Its furnishing. They hard work.
Grande passenger train, with 150 pasare warm 'colors and make a room
sengers on board ln the railroad yards
look small. Use grays and violets to
Untold agony is a secret a woman
at Pueblo is the outstanding disaster give a "roomy" effect.
can't repeat.
of the storm ns far as railroad traffic is concerned. The passengers were
Too many people perform their work
Stubs in check books cover a multiremoved to the Nuckolls Packing plant, after the style of a machine.
tude of disappointments.
where physicians hastily summond attended to the Injured. The train left
Denver carrying 150 passengers, large
ly excursionists to the Pacific coast.

Damages Over State.
Death list stands at five four
near Sterling and one in Longmont.
Logan, Weld, Larimer and Bouldei
counties Blowly recovering from
storm. Between Denver and Boulder no loss of life reported. Receding water disclosed heavy losses In
Erie, Louisville and Lafayette. Menace to Marshall from huge Marshall
lake dam passed. Roads impassable
and transportation demoralized.

Lamar Partly Flooded.
The crest of the flood of the Ar
kansas river reached Lamar Sundaj
morning, covering the north side ol
town and reaching the Santa Fé tracks
All business houses and residence were
surrounded by water and the residents
In that section of the town took refuge
In the higher land In the south side
if the city.

Let This Food
Help Tfou to Health
Sound noiirishment for body and brain
with no overloading and no tax upon the
digestion,is secured from

GrapeNuts
It
of

the nutrition the field
and
grains,
it makes for better health
embodies

and bodily efficiency.

Ready to serve an ideal break-

fast or lunch.'72re!s a Reason"

THE
MOSQUERO MENTIRAS,.,;,

NOTICE

We are closing out
and Tractor oils.
BAUM BROS
OY,
NEW MEXICO.
our-Aut-

o

Some rain Friday and Satur
day, over Uhree inches in the
twenty four .hours.

.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

DeLavcI

Department of the Interjor,

Elmer E. Veeden

U.S. LAND OFFICE at ClayMr. and Mrs. A. A. Wynne NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ton, New Mexico. May 17th 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
left for Las Vegas Sunday
Victor E. Bixby, of Mills, New
of
Department
the Interior,
where they will visit at the
Mexico, who, on March 19, 1918,
home of Mrs. Wynne' father
Room 9, First Nat'l
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay- and May, 3rd, 1921, made Homeand mother for a few days,
BankBldg,
During their absence Mr. Hol- ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921 steads Applications No. 025873,
Ei2-SNo.
and
026063, for
NOTICE is hereby given that
land will look after the store.
i,
NW14
Mr. S. W. Tinker, of Los An Juan Mestas, of David, New
SEI4,
on
April
Mexico,
16,
1918
who,
geles, California is in Mosquero
:&-NWythis week having been called by made Homestead Entry, No. Section 30,
Sec.
and
023253,
for
WiaSWVi and Wi2
the death of his brother C. N.
31, Township 21N, Range 25E,
Township
4,
Section
of
NW4
Tinker who was buried the day
19N, Range 31E, N.M.P. Meri- N.M.P. Meridian.
before his arrival.
No. 11958.
Has filed notice of intention
dian.
We are in receipt of an invito
make
Final Three Year Proof,
tation to the commencement to Has filed notice of intention to establish claim to the land TREASURY DEPARTMENT
make
Three
Proof,
Final
Year
exercises of the Los Angeles to establish, claim to
the land above described, before F. H. OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER
High School which will be held
described,
A. A. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,, at
above
before
OF THE CURRENCY.
on June Seventeenth at which
his office at Roy. New Mexico,
Wynne,
U.S.
at
Commissioner,
time Mr. Wm.'B. McNeil, a Mos his
office in Mosquero, New on the 11th day 0 July, 1921.
Washington,D.C. "
quero boy and son of Mr. C. W.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Mexico,
day
July.
on
6th
the
of
April 18, 1921.
McNeil will graduate. Sorry
Otis Arbogast, F. B. Misner,
1921.
Whereas, by satisfactory eviden
we can't be present and witness
M.I
M.
W.
Bruggemao,
T.
and
names as witnesses:
ce presented to the undersigned,
the honors to be conferred on Claimant
Reyes
Olivas,
ui Buyeros, New Brown, al fo Mills, New Mexico. it has bee made to appear that
one of our own boys by the Cali Mexico,
Paz Valverde,
and Tiofilo Salazar,
"The First National Bank Of
fornia school.
Register.
and
Meliton
Gonzales
Roy" in the Village of .Roy
Again we are called upon to
of David, New Mexico.
in the County of Harding and
chronicle the sad tidings of the
FOR
NOTICE
PUBLICATION
Paz Valverde,
State of New Mexico has comdeath of another one of
Register.
.
plied with all the provisions of
well known and esteemDepartment of the Interior
the Statutes of the United
ed inhabitants. Mrs. Elizabeth
Don't forget the dance at the
Cory, wife of Mr. J. C. Cory, Roy
S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY States, required to be complied
U.
Theatre Saturday night
with before an association shall
TON, NEW MEXICO
who lives four miles North of just after the show.
town passed away at one o'
May, 26,1921 be authorized to commence the
clock Sunday afternoon, June
H. P. German is reported NOTICE is hereby given that business of Banking ;
5th, after a long and painful ill- quite sick at the Plumlee Hospi August C. Beller heir for the
Now therefore I, Thomas P.
ness of several months dura- tal.
heirs of Bernard A. Beller, de
Kane,
Acting Comptroller of the
tion. Mr. and Mrs. Cory came
ceased, of Buyeres, Union Co.
Currency,
do hereby certify that
N.
M.,
to Mosquero from California in
April
who, on
16th, 1918
J. G. Moore and family of
1915 and have taken a promin- Lubbock, Texas are visiting at made Homestead
Application "The First National Bank Of
ent and active part in the devel- the W. H. Heflin home near So No. 022947, for NWi4; Secton Roy" in the Village 6f Roy in
opment of the vicinity. Mrs. lano this week.
17, Township 19 N, Range 31 E the County of Harding and
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no- State of New Mexico, is authoCory at the time of her death
age,v
was about
years of
962 acres of land to sell or tice of intention to make Final rized to commence the business
and
leaves to mourn her loss one son trade. What .have .you .got? Three Year, Proof, to establish of Banking as provided in SecFrank, and her husband James care of ..
.G.
Roy claim to the land above describ- tion Fifty one hundred and sixty
C. Cory, both of whom are resi New Mexico.
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S. nine of the Revised Statutes of
dents, of Mosquero. Rev.
Commissioner at his office at the United States.
from French preached , Henry Liebert, Mills leading Rov, New Mexico, on July 18,
CONVERSION OF The Roy
the funeral sermon and inter- hotel man was in Roy on busi-ns- s 1921.
ment was made at the Mosquero
the latter part of last week. Claimant names as witnessess: Trust and Savings Bank, Roy
cemetery on Monday afternoon
Nicklaus Hayoz , Pedro Texies Aew Mexico.
We understand that Roy is and Albert J. Beller of Bueyeres
where she was laid to rest in
the presence of a large crowd booked for another wedding in New Mexico and Frank Hei- - In testimony whereof witness
of sorrowing friends and neigh- the near future. We were just mann Jr. of Albert, New Mexico my hand and Seal of office this
Eighteenth day of April, 1921.
wondering if the Harding Counbors.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Mrs. C. N. Tinker returned to ty Clérk would have his marRegister.
(SEAL)
Mosquero Friday arriving the riage license book ready to isday after the burial of her hus- sue license as we understand
ZITHER IS UNIQUE.
T..P. Kane
band, Mr. C. N. Tinker, who was this young couple expects to be
Played
at Chautauqua.
Acting Comptroller
while the first couple married in the
killed by a
working in the field near Mos- New County of Harding.
of the Currency.
quero. Mrs. Tinker was visitWm. Breford and daughter
NOTICE TO PUBLIC
ing friends and relatives in
when notified of her hus- Louise are here from '.Alva", Oklahoma visiting at the Breford
All persons knowing them
bands death.
selves to be indebted to Mr. or
Mr. Chester Cloyd has pur- home east of town.
Mrs. J.W.Robertson will call and
chased the City Cafe from Mesmake settlement with me on or
srs. Bowen and Wilson and will Roy Chautauqua June 14 to
before June 20th, 1921.
operate it as a restuarant. and 18th.
Fred S.Brown
meat market in the future.
Special Master
Mr. Benj. F. Brown, (that's crap shooting seemed to be desme) made a trip to Bueyeres tructive of the poor, little sufIOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
last week accompanying the fering dumb animals without
priests from Roy, Springer and either profit or gain. Mr. Tom
Dawson who attended the celeDepartment of the Interior,
Secbration at Bueyeres on the 31st Longley then moved that
U. S. LAND OFFICE at San
of May. He reports rough retary Foster be instructed to
ta Fe, New Mexico,
roads, the DavLd hill in bad prepare ah answer to the petiMay 20. 1921:
but tion setting forth the facts that
.shape and some wash-outNOTICE is hereby given that
"
the Club was not only opposed I
a good time with all.
George M. Tower, of Roy, Mora
'
to cruelty to animals but was I
high-road
on
now
the
We are
Co, New Mexico, who, on May
i
S
to prosperity. The good rains actively interested in protecting
1, 1918, and April, 26, 1921.
varieties.
different
which were general all over the several
made Addtl, Homestead AppliMesa have assured another bum That as an example they had a
AIOIS PLONER.
cation, No. 035743, and No.
per crop and started the spring blind pig in Mosquero whose sup
SV3- 037705, for NEVi-SEV- i,
Mr. Alois Ploner, theleader ol the
NWV4-SEI- ,,
crops well on the way to a fruit port was principaly from the
Sec.
SEiA,
SWiA;
Swiss Yodling Serenaders, is an exi,
ful and abundant harvest, have members, and that they could port on tho zither, thu harplike nai 35,
Sec. 34, T, 19N
assured the stockmen of plenty think of nothing more worthy tionaí instrument of tho Swiss people. R. 24E, and Lots 1 and 2. Sec.
fn
l 3, ownship 18N, Range 24E, N.
xji tuc than supporting the poor, blind In his hands it yields some very
ui pitias llux idiw-'iuu,:
music especially when be plays h '
market the herds of sheep and members of the animal family
Club
the
of
hln
own
the
Alps.
rough-landThis,
airs
and
furthermore
native
that
s
cattle ranging on our
Has filed notice of intention
Is the first time the Cadmeaa man- and have encouraged and had a "Kitty" that was fattened agemont
to
make Final Three Year Proof,I
ever beeu able to bring
brightened the general outlook by all of member's contributions zither to nus
establish claim to the land
theft?
most
of
on
towns
the
of the business man so that we almost nightly. By an unani- Sunflower Circuit.
aoove aescriDea, Deiore
a.
can expect to see a general re- mous vote it was decided that
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
vival of all kinds of business in Secretary Foster should so in
his office at Roy.. New Mexico,
Roy Chautauqua June 18
form the ladies. Mr. Harry
the near future.
on the 6th day of July; 1921.
The Mentiras Club is still in Kingsbury then arouse and be
Claimant names as witneses:
the ring. Reports tha t it has fore anybody could object or NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Oscar Kidd, Luther Corneal,
been supressed as a public nuis- understand what he was about
Kidd and A. I. Burleson,
Webb
Department of the Interior,
ance are: untrue and a libel on to do announced that he just
all of Roy, New Mexico.
A. M. Bergere,
the good name of this moral completed a little poem dedicat
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
Register.
club. It met as usual with all ed to the Club and started to
1921
May
ton, New Mexico.
16th
members and officers present. recite:
wOflCE is hereby given that NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Secrtary Foster announced that
midMeliton Lovato, of David, New
the first thing on the program "We stood in the hall at
Department of the Interior,
Mexico, who, on April 13, 1918,
was the reading of a petition
I press't,
from the ladies asking that the My lips to her's
nade Addtl, Homestead Entry,
'
U. S. 'LAND OFFICE at Clayclub use it's influence to have Her father came down the No. 022981, for NW4 of Section
stairs
ton,
custom
New Mexico. May 17th 1921
and
the cruel
17N, Range 32E, NOTICE is hereby given that
of "Shooting craps" abolished. And sped the parting guest"
Meridian.
Harry E. Stafford, of Roy, New
The petition recited that they "The ground was hard and bare- - N.M.P.
Has filed notice of intention Mexico, who, on September 14th
seargent
at
beBut
the
here
had
this
that
understood
to make Final Three Year Proof, 1918, made Homestead Entry,
come a pastime with the young arms undertook to throw'' him
to establish claim tfo the land No. 025178, for SEVÍ; Sec. 22
was
house
started
a
out,
rough
they
men of the club. That
above described, before A. A.
NEVi-SE1SEI4.-NEIhad made due investigation of and the meeting Broke up m Wynne
jU.S. Commissioner, at
cigar
punk
the
SVSEl,4, Sec. 27. NEH;
the matter and had ben unable disorder without
his office m- - Mosquero, .New and
Section 34. Toto find where, the poor little having been awarded.
The little infant of Mr. Phill Mexico, on the 8th, day of July, wnship, 19N, Range 25E, N.M.
craps had been' damaging crops
P. Meridian or poultry, that they seemed to Miller is reported quite sick but 1921.
V
Dr.
able
care
of
the
under
Has filed notice 'of into:'tior
poor,
harmless
kind
a
some
be
as well Claimant names as witnesses? to make Final Three Year Pmof.
little animal that were ent:rely Daniels is getting along
v
Pedro J. Lovato J. .Olmedo to
inoffensive. That if the young as can be expected.
establish chim to the Vid
Mr. Jose I. Annuo who under Manchego, Jose B. Raelf ,all pf above, described, before J. A.
members of the Club were oolig
ed to shoot something that they went a serious operation at the David, New Mexico, and .Reyes Foster, ; U. S. Commissioner, at
tihould confine their energy to Plumlee Hospital in Roy is now Olivas, of Buyeros, New Mexioo. his office at Roy. New Mexico,
Iridding the country of hawks at his Mosquero home although
,TPaz Val verde,
on the ISth úny, of July, 1921.
tnA rnhhits that were domir still confined to his bed.
'
''
"
Register."
Suivey.
recently
Miss Nina
Claimant' names as witneses:.
actual damage to crops and poul
vR.' L. Sansbury, Webb Kidd,
try. They went on l.o say that graduated from the high school
ihsy had ateo, investigated the at Dalhart. Texas has returned .DON'Í FORGET THE NEW J. H: Salisbury, and R.R. Leach,
lists if Í.H. furs and pelts to her home near David and is COUNTY CELEBRATION AT all of ROif New Mexico.
ncr tTO
' aml lutics,' and'lrad beca unable . ?nj oymg 'visit-ircciSpivy,-- ; from MOSQUERO JUNE 14" AND
any
Misses
umts,
listed
j
the
mp
.lM'fes
t.rfirxT
wnere ai ana. ju i
-" mu lexliouia, Texas.

j

ATTORNEY
AT LAW

.

East Las Vegas

E,

SWi-SEV-

SEiA-SWi-

NE14-SW1-

4,

4,

New Mexico

Wia-SWi- 4,

Ni2-NEi-

NW14-NW1-

4,

4.

4,

Cream

fcparators-- a

year to pay.
J. E. Busey Company.

MONEY: MONEY.
much do you want?
We
e
$100,000 to loan on
at 10 percent; long time
quick payments.
Tell us
finance troubles, we can
you.
Schultz and Johnson.
Real-Estat-

NOTICE
We are now ready to build'
that fire proof house or garage
for you, out of cement steam
cured blocks or brick, both face
or common finish. This is the
hollow wall system which means
a dry house, we also do General
Contracting and Carpenter and
Mill work.
Roy cement Products Co.
John H. Horn baker. Prop.
Roy, N.M.

)

No-ber- to
Lo-vat-

Mos-quer-

o,

and
your
help

:

BAUM BROTHERS ARE
SELLING ONE MINUTE
WASHING
MACHINES '
ON THE INSTALLMENT
PLAN FOR A DOLLAR
DOWN AND YOU PAY
BALANCE OUT OF YOUR CREAM CHECK
WRINGERS FROM $1.00 t
TO $10.00. CALL AND
SEE THEM

ADOBES
PLENTY OF THEM

'

.

How

have '

I will make you Adobes and
lay them in the wall for $35.00
per thousand, you to furnish the
.

Baum Bros.

ground and water.
I have had 25 years experien
ce and guarantee my work. Let
me figure with you on that buil
ding you are contemplating.
.
Jose Alcario Griego, - .

-- 5)

jilMf

Roy, New Mexico.

o's

I. C. Dodds

:

1

LICENSED

TheU.

EMBALMER

Beautiful Line of Caskets
always on hand.

Funeral Director
KENTUCKY ORATOR.
Captain Briggs Speaks Here.

work promptly done.

Inspection
ANDERSON BATTERY
COMPANY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

f

1

J

'

TV

,

s,

WOOD BRIGGS.

Kentucky Is famous for its orators
and the Sunflower program this yeai
has one of Kentucky's most eloquent

TON, NEW MEXICO
May, 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Hollie R. Johnson, of Solano,
New Mexico, vho, on August
25th, 1916, made Addl Homestead Applicaton, No. 022874,
for NWVt-NEij- .,
Section 24
Township 19 N. Range 27 E, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of ntention to make Final Three
Year. Proof, to establish clayn
to the land above described bv
fore F. IL Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his owce at Roy,
New Mexico, on July 19, 1921.
Claimant names as witnessess:
Oscar Stephens, II. E. Dean,
J. C. Lloyd and J. W. Bowman
all of Solano, Now Mxico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

speakers of, the present generation
Captain Wood Driggs Is a patrjot who
crings burning messages of dramatic
power and telling worth in these days
when the United States and other
are settling back to sanity after
the mighty convulsions of war. If the
Chautauqua accomplishes anything it
aiust bring public men of constructive power to lead the people aright
J. A. Stevenson
and the Cadmean Management has
in town from
were
an ideal man in Captain Briggs.

Roy Chautauqua June 15

SEVL-SEi-

Register.

and 'wife
the ranch
Tuesday trading with the best
merchants on the Mesa.

E. J. H. Roy

r

betiu-lifu-

g

Department of the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY

ka

:

'

Free Water
and

ay

Ne-bra-

battery

Magneto, starter, gene
rator and battery repair

Mas-sage- e,

run-a-w-

S. L.

has proved its value, it
is not an unknown quality, and it is always bet
ter to be safe than sorry
We have new batteries
on hand at all times. . .

.

Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor

1.

an

NV-NEi-

L.

SV2-NW1-

4,

I,

;

Land Matters before the Department of the

Interior Contests, etc"

FRESH BREAD at all
times 10 cents straight
FANCY BAKERY
GOODS
JUST LIKE MOTHER USE TO MAKE ONLYv BETTER

.

,

v.

BUY AT HOME
'

r

CANDY, CIGARS AND SOFT DRINKS.

Ideal Bakery & Confectibneiy
G.M.LEWIS Prop.

v

Vaiv-erdi-

j

4.

:

:..zrv'cr3ocDC

30c

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

MILLS AND VICINITY

FATJO'S HONEY
For sale by the case i
and in 6 gal. cans ,

THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Frank L, Schultz Editor.
Wm. G. Johnson Associate Editor. '
Subscription $ 2.00 Per Year
KIGIOTEKEU ADOD8T27,

'

WITH

Holder
PREPAID

Guaranteed

or Money Refunded

This offer for a limited
time only.

Remit by money order
stamps)
or cash-(n- o

,

;

Springer, New Mex.

P.O. Box
in Roy, New Mexico

Dependable Battery ; Service,
all work guaranteed.
:
Company..;
J.
l

;'
NOTICE
I have located in Roy and
expect to make it my home.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

ROY
Capital and Surplus $60,000.00

--

--

I am a painter, paper hanger and decorator. Those
wishing any thing done in
these lines, call on me and
I will guarantee you absolute satisfaction.
will appreciate your business
and treat you right.
suffering for some, time with
W. H. McANALLY.
throat and ear trouble, left
Roy, New1 Mexico."
Thursday for' Amarillo, Texas
to consult - a specialist. His
daughter Mary
accompanied
him for a visit with her grandmother.
Rev. H. G. Gardner was called
to Mosquero Wednesday,
to

quero Thursday.
A few of the women from
here attended the Ladies Aid
at Mosquero, at the home of
Mrs. Duvall. All report a fine

$125

day but Sunday
week. How grand,
We ; wrote our items last
week away from home and
therefore neglected to mention
several
important' incidents
such as the ball game between
Mills and Mosquero. Ben was
very modest about saying anything about it but we do not
hesitate a bit to say Mosquero
got badly beaten.
J. L.' Boyd is building a. new
chicken house for R. L. Dennis.
T. E. Siler is taking a much.
needed vacation from work at
the Wilson Co. and he with his
wife and daughter Tena Swain
left last Thursday for, a visit
with Mr. ?.nd Mrs. Roland Siler
at Glorietta, N. M.
Miss Mane, uoenrane amved
home last Thursday, from Las
Vegas where she has been attending school.
S. T. Ansley, who has been

f

;

Fatjo Apiaries

More rain and it is fine on
the spring crops that are all in
as well as the wheat, who says
we have been dry farming the
past three weeks ór so.
A large part of the Bradley
neighborhood
. attended
the
funeral of Bro. Tinker at Mos-

GILLETTE
Blades

;v

'''

be a' very
rained every
for nearly á

Leading Grocers
Italian Bees and Queens
,

BRADLEY

SIX

-

Retailed by ail

'

1913

Entsrjl as second clais mitter, attha poataffice

In Attractive Case

is getting to
This
wet country. Has

Fancy Comb ': Extracted Honey

N

published by

Satisfactcn

JUNE 11, 1921.

N

.

time.
Mrs. Drake, Harper, Smith
and Miss Drake called at Mrs.
Don Bradley's Wednesday.
Wm. G. Johnson was out in
this neighborhood Wednesday
land called at the Bradley home.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Beem were
in Roy on business the first' of
the week.
Miss Mary r Woods is able to
be up and out again after a few
days illness.
Mark Woods has his new well
in going condition now. We
hope he will not have the misfortune with this one that he
did with the other, one.
W. R. Bradley and family all
except Tell left for Denver Friday where they will attend Miss
Nanalee's graduation exercises
She will graduate from the Den
ver High School and will .then
come home with her parents for

,

The only NATIONAL BANK in the
County, as well as the oldest
'
and largest.

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE BANK.

A good bank for everyone

Geo E. Cochrane

THE

"

AUCTIONEER;
Mills, N. M.

:

Dates at this office.

preach a funeral. ,
Miss Jaunita Harper returned
Wednesday
from
Trinidad
where she attended school the

past term.

R., L. Melton has accepted a
position with the Wilson Co. He
1475 BROADWAY
make it 0. K. for a week or so. will have charge; of the cold
Miss Anna Bránch came
Mrs. C. C.Moore has been on storage room.
NEW YORK CITY
Mrs. Robt Brown of near down from. Dawson Sunday to
the sick list this week and wás
nuAbbott waá the guest of Mrs.. attend the Branch-Gallegtaken to the
ptials which occured at the Cath
Ralph Hazen is busy plowing A. V. Stafford last Thursday.
Yes, it rains in New Mexico
R. S. Porter purchased a Ti- olic Church here Monday morn
for Lloyd Morford this week.
4 inches in 24 hours is a fairly
Lysle Hazen went to DeHáy-e- n tan tractor of the Wilson Co. re ing.
good sized rain in the eastern
cently. He expects to break
Friday.states and a whopper in New
visited out about 160 acres more of his
Mrs. Cora. Hazen
News received from Claren- -'
Mexico.
Grandmother Hazen Thursday, farm and prepare it for wheat den, Texas gives us the .facts
There was no Sunday School next fall.
that Erma Russel formerly of
,
summer.
the
A. D. Hurford and Elmer Hoi the Roy Schools had led her
one
and
Mills
on account of the rain.
Ira Thetford of
Mrs. R. Hazen visited Mrs.
of their best farmers was in
R. B. Smith spent the day and comb were the valuable assist Class in Music at the Clarendon,
Monday
Aspgren
ants in the machinery depart-- J College and graduated with the
Roy Tuesday. Ira is all smiles
night with T. A. Rice.
Mrs. Murphy has been bother
Mr. and Mrs.'Lysle Hazen cal ment at the Wilson Co. a few highest honors winning a free
over the recent rains and is glad
with her hay fever. lied on Mrs. Murphy Sunday.
days this week.
Scholarship with Women's Colthat he is one of the new resi- ed Alagain
and Tell Bradley are
Claud
The Ladies Aid met last lege at Fort .Worth. Miss
County.
dents of Harding
busy, plowing sod and taking
Thursday at the beautiful com Erma ranked second in the EngMary Duncan of Tücumcari try home of Mrs.
care of the home while the
Ira Thetford lish course and is now a full
Attend the Roy Chautauqua folks, are gone.' They are good visited at the Dr. Gibbs home Delicious ice cream and cake fledged college graduate with a
cooks so we know they will last week.
...I...'. ..
June 14, to 18th.
were served by the hostess and degree after her name. Roy
everyone, present went awav pupils always make good where
wishing Mrs. Thetford would en ever they' go and we feel proud
tertain loiterer. We think Mr. of Erma,, ancL; her accomplishThetford is also worthy, of a lit ments, A Class of , over 50
tie praise. He was ; sure the graduated at the Clarenden Colhandy, man around the house, lege this year.
Nobly assisted .by his wife by
aowg all the light errands such
ROY, NEW MEXICO. JUNE 11, 1921.
Don't forget the Roy- - Chauas hauling ice, turning the ice
tauqua
June 14, to 18th.'.. .Y
cream freezer, etc, so when
night came he looked like a
tired umbre.,
News has been received in
Mr. Ogden seems to think Roy of the wedding of Miss
our big Ben of Mosquero has us Louise Tinker and the Rev.
bluffed but we wish to plead John H. Patterson of Culbertson
"Not Guilty". It is true we Nebraska on June ' 1st. The
have let said Ben down rather wedding was to have taken
easy lately but it was for vari place on June 8th and was to
ous other reasons almost too have been quite a brilliant afnumerous to mention. In the fair but on the account of the
1-- 2
first place we are no good at death of the brides father C.
quarreling. Do not know how N. Tinker the wedding took
nor want to learn, besides it is place Wednesday and Mrs Tink
always best to quit everything er, mother of the bride left im
before we run it in the .ground, mediately after the wedding, for
ou know. Then did he not Mosquero arriving the day foltell us he did net like common lowing the funeral of her husthings such as chawin terbaccer band. '
and news , paper
Mr. Patterson is the. Presby:ors
we rather talk to some terian Minister at Culbertson,
one who does not tell their dis- and they will make their future
.
likes. Last but not least we home at that place. Mr. and
want-to- .
go to Mosquero to the Mrsi Patterson are graduates
celebration, also to write a re- of the Hastings College both
port of our trip and thought having graduated from the col- best to save our mental faculties, until .we" returned, and .if,
fortune should favor us" With a
glimpse of Ben we could, then
Come in and let us' show
tell the world whether, or not
he is really as simple' s r he
,
r seems, it has been a mvsterv
you how Lee
work 7
iU
to us what has soured his other
sweet disposition - but we'
wise
clothes arc made.
have now about come to the con
elusion that he has been disat)- '
1
$ pinted in Jove.
XTTTA
There was a sunrise birthdaV
social' lást 'Wednesday, evening
'
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A.
They uae the same care r-- il
i
it .being Mr. ;Lusk's
v
ir-i E.Lusk,'
birthday.
A laree. crowd of
m
,1
M
I
I
ful workmanship that
:
friends and neighbors
were
there 'with cake and ice cream!
tailor does in
;
merry

Frad Razor Co.

Dr.-Frida-

os

y,

-

-

-
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FLOERSHEÍM WEEKLY NEWS

ANOTHER FRUIT SPECIAL
that will save you money
lb can apricots 24c

2

WE STILL HAVE SOME OF THOSE
EXCELLENT PEACHES and BLACKBERRIES
AT 26 cents

SCUDDERS

dill-pickl- es

WHITE

,

TABLE SYRUP

How about that
GRANARY you are
going to build? We
have four cars of lumber in transit,. now so
come in and, let 12s fig-

-

71

suit

"It inn't a

l

t

........

.

;

i

v

ill-

:

i

-

,

.

r.

ftr

;L y

m I

and the

m home'

-

Mr. :and Mrs. W. R. Bradley
and Mr. and Mrs. Jay .Bradley
passed thru Roy early Friday
morning on their wáy to Denver where their daughter and
sister Miss Nanalee will graduate from the Denver High School on June 10th. It took them,
three days to make the trip and
no doubt were in or near the
great Pueblo flood as they
would have just about
by Friday night.
made-Puebl-

Rev. W. E. Dawn preached

.

i

.

m

V,

Wm. Brashears. Rov" ' Fitz
gerald,' and. M. N. Baker left
early Sunday morning for a
week's outing up near the Eagle
west Lam. They intend to
spend the greater part of the

Melville Floersheim is in Trini
dad this week on business.
Chas Dtublo formerly of Roy
but now living in Oklahoma is1
visiting friends in and near Roy
;,
,
this week,
.

hear fish
IÍ you need clam or for your
header barge, nee Roberts and

u

Olver.

'

..

McCargrW Hooper
,

stories.-

OUR

Address, all inquiries to;.

á

'r.:';'.feqYfnEEXlCO.

,

-

'

WE

INSmEANYjlNGi

at

Messrs R. P. Shaya and Donald Foley returned to Roy Thurs
day noon from East Vaughn.,

HAIL INSURANCE

time .fishing 'and just, wait till
they return and you wül sure

o

the Baptist Church Sunday
morning and evening and several converts were baptised during the evening services.

SPECIAL PROPOSITION

makers went
at a late

cold' but harpy
;. ,
,.
hour.'-

less it is a Lee."

If"11

'

,

.

ure withypu;

Street Commissioner Grunig
is busy this week dragging the
streets. Thé heavy rains have
made the streets a little bad
but the drainage of all the
streets has been nearly perfect,.

FIND OUT ABOUT

j
;wr;TW
'

..a

viUnionafl un

lege this year. The bride is the
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
C. N. Tinker and spent the
greater portion of her life near
Mosquero and is a sister of Fred
Tinker of that place.

BEFORE INSURING YOUR
WHEAT CROP DON'T FAIL TO

h

I

Electrician

OTICE

rj

A GALLON

,

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
I am now able to carry oh
my work again after my
two weeks seige of illness.
I am permantly located in
Roy so you wiU find me at
my old place of business.
C. R. BAGWELL

"

.

;

i

"

AGAINST. EYERYTHlNe?.:

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

TUNE 11, 1921.
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and BcrharcT6 ?Truj ílló',". Secre-

County Seat tary.Other meetings
v Nevrs:., during the Institute
get to
.

-

Items of Interest
From our Mora
Irvin Ogden, Sr. Correspondent.
Rain! Well yes, so much of
day will
look good when another happens
along.
Mora river threatened to
come over and visit main street
and put a move on a number
of citizens, Sunday,
building
dikes along the bank in low
places and filling in with brush
to stop erosion. No serious
harm however. The snow that
fell in the mountains above instead of rain, probably prevented a serious flood and will run
off slowly instead of all at
once.
The new highway near. La
Cueva, suffered a serious washout About 50 feet wide of the
roadway was carried away with
the 3 ft iron pipe that was supposed to carry the water. A
concrete floor will solve the
problem in this .place. ""Slight
damage was caused to culverts
and other overflow points and
the mail was delayed Saturday
but arrived on time Monday.
Reports are that one of the
new temporary bridges is washed out at Shoemaker and the
new road there is a wreck, the
traffic being turned back thru
"Dog Canyon" road again.
Still and all we are lucky
and realize it when we read of
the Colorado flood and the Pueb

it that a sunshiny
.!

,

.

.

'
disaster.
Harry Irwin, drove over from
Nolan Monday to attend he regular meeting of the County Com
missioners.
He had to be pulled out with a team three times
between Watrous and Mora and
prnounces it the hardest trip he
ever made in a car. Sheriff Sa-

lo

bino Lopez and Mr. King came
over from Watrous but left
their car at La Cueva and walked in, Saturday-night- .
The Romero Bros. (Sons, of
Rafael) have a fine showipg of
lambs this spring.. The 8 pairs
of twins, will make them pearly
if not quite a 100 per cent lamb
crop. They win put them up
on their1 range néar Chacen
soon. They have hád good luck
in getting coyoes with the aid of
the government biologist. These
boys are making good oh'.' their
ranch. It is worth while to vis
it their farm and1 see, the big
Perdieron Stallion they have he
weighs a ton and is one of the
best there' are.
The County Board of Education met Monday and reorganized, with thé two new 'members
installed. Milnor Rudulph, Sr.
was elected Clerk and Mrs. Emma Sanchez, (wife of Phil Sanchez) Vice President, S. A. Tay
lor of Nolan member, and Mr.
Ortiz of Ocate.
s
Bills were allowed, and much

business transacted. The
ure of the bond election in the
n
new district made
new plans necessary. The Levi
and Mountain View districts
were reinstated as independent
districts and Nolan and Arkanfail-

Levi-Nola-

,

sas Valley were consolidated. A
bond election will be held for
these two,' July 11th. It is hop
ed the bond market will be improved by that time.,,
The Treasurer reports, not
even an inquiry for the Solano
and Abbott bonds. Abbott has
a 81,700,00 special levy fund
which will build a School Hquse
ample for their, present needs,
but. the. Board decided to leave
it for the new Harding County
Board to look after their inter:

ests.

.

,1

f

r-

'

The Normal Institute iá running smoothly under the- direc-ti- n
of that experienced ''conductress, Mrs. Leona
Logue.
There are to date, 61 teachers
enrolled. All prospective teachers, as the rule has been strictly adhered to, to exclude allun-de- r
8th grade and only those
who present diplomas. It '.'is
-

strictly

a teachers trainning
and no summer picnic
for children. They will get the
benefit of '; the Normal from
their teachers next term.
Miss Anna Pankratz, of Las
Vegas, the Instructor, has been
ill and unable to come for the
first part of the term. Her
place is being ably filled by Sis
ter Teresine, principal ,qf, the
:

school

Mora Schools.
The ' Mora .County, Teacher's.
Association liad a meeting after
School hours Monday, evening.
eir.President,
- J. J. Romero,.
.

will be held
and the organization will
work on
real constructive and advanced
plans for the conduct of the
schools in future.
Mrs. Logue, the Institute Director, was candidate on the Re
publican ticket .for State Superintendent in Idaho last year and
was defeated by but a few votes
Miss Pankratz is also a Republican from Las Vegas. This is
the answer to the charge oí
"Politics in the Supt's office.
The appointment of a County
Supervisor and Truant Officer
was the last business of the
Board before adjourment. . A
petition was presented the Supi
for the appointment of J. J. Romero, President of the Teachers
Association of the county, The
petition indicated the desire of
the teachers and town of Mora
and he was appointed. His appointment was contested by
members of the Board, the
vote being for
Rudulph
and Ortiz, Against
Mrs. Sanchez, Mr. Taylor, The Supt cast
the deciding vote for Mr. Romero. He is a brother of Eugenio Romero, and one of the
oldest and most efficient teachers in the county.
Max Rivera, the present incumbent holds the office till Sep
tember and will probably teach
in the rural schools this winter.
Pete Tramblet and wife are
home from Denver, where they
went on their wedding trip.
The young people of the town
called on them after their return and serenaded them. The
boys took Pete for a ride on a
wheel barrow, declining the pillow which the bride wanted to
place between him. and the
bumps. Not to' show partiality
they also got Joe Florence and
e
gave him a
in the irishman's auto landing him in a
sand pile. The evening was
spent in riotous fun by the
young people. There is, a prospect of a lot of others following
their example in the near futi-n-

al

joy-rid-

ture.

'

A new garage is being, built
near the bridge. One of Tito
Melendez mechanics from El
Paso, is the auto expert. ''
Several travelling men have
,been marooned in Mora since
last, week by the bad roads and
inability to get out to Vegas.
They are a good sort arid, making the best of it-- '
Treasurer, Don Casados asks
us to request parties paying
taxes by mail to remember the
penalty and add one per cent
per month, to the amount of
taxes due, that is one cent on
the dollar now for the last half
two cents next month and so on
and on the total tax where none
has been paid, one percent a
month from March 1st' or 4 cts
on the dollar now, 5 next month.
The cash balance June 1st
percent of the
showed 67
total tax had been collected
while only 50 percent was due
,

3-- 10

at that date.
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CHAUTAUQUA BREÜGS MAGIC & MYSTERY
--

.....

Eecker Gives Thrilling Demonstrations at Big Tent

TO MAKE SAVING EASY
i

AtR

i

the many attempts

l

furlough visiting his parents
and f riends here. He has been
absent from the valley for. six
years and has been in the U. S.
Navy" for four years. He is on
the Ú. S. S. Wright at New
York, and in the naval-aereservice.. His friends are, naturally and pardonably proud of
,

al

him.

Undersherif f John Wotten
started for a trip to Trinidad
last Friday in his Buick with
Mr. crown, tnemau carrier ui
Vegas. They got in rain and
bad roids frotiijthé. start and
finally rokéienine at the
arrpycr '"bet'wéén- "'"tyalmora and
Shoemaker and, had? to do 'some
fast hustling!1 ti? get 'a team 'and
drag
the riv-- !
.

-

the.e
;M.7'..

'v..-;-

.

A

I

S

í

1
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I

t0 make saving easy
"painless
extraction' methods
-- saving is
hard work.. Each, .dollar sa
ved repsesents one
hundred cents of
-- sort of

k

self-deni- al

""

is the riiirnosp nf tlnV
It'"n'"
mmmmmam

nt to remind

;the-- wage earners of
this
vicinity of the old and reliable method

WM, F. BECKER.
The big community vacation week gicjaiiB and has some unique stunts
that Americans have como tn look of. his own; among these are spirl
forward to will soon be here,
The painting, rag pictures, and severa)
Chautauqua tent will arrive and the minutes. of shadowgraphy.
next thing will bo the thrilling enterRocker invites the closest scrutiny
tainment to be given by William F. during his demonstrations. He depends
Becker, niac'.ciaii. I'eopie in the üties upon his superior knowledge of o&
lay from two to four tinies Chautau- cult phenomena for his success and
qua prices to see the same entertain- performs many seemingly impossible
ment that Mr. Eecker will giv'a here. things so openly that Kla hearers canBecker is one of the real exponents not believe their own eyes. He Is a
of black magic now before the public. miracle man indeed and one of the
He gives all the baffling and myster- many genuinely big things on, the
ious experiments shown by other ma-- ' Chautauqua program.

v

,

.,

of, saving money.

..

An account in the Citizens State Bank
offers a fair, return on the money, coupled with .absolute se curity. A small deposit will start one.

,

.

-

CITIZENS STATE BANK
MillsNewMexico

Roy Chautauqua June 14

Harry Hughes and wife and
Earl Ross and sister Orpha

THE COST OF WAR
An editor with a turn for

fig

;

MVE HAVE
;.
were in Roy Wednesday calling ures'ays:
on the dentist. While here Har
'The total amount of the inFree Air and all the accessories thereto to the
ry called on the
and had demnity demanded of Germany
'
his name enrolled on our large by the Allies would, if convertaccomodiations in our garage.
'
list of readers.
ed into five dollar gold pieces,
REMEMBER WE EMPLOY" ONLY EXPERT
make a golden path six inches
.'. unbranded
wide and long enough to girdle
MECHANICS, AND GUARANTEE
STRAYED One
ALL OF
bay horse, wt 1250 lbs, last the earth at the equator.
:AAyCOUR WORK''
And the blood that was shed
seen near the Mark Woods
camp east of Roy last October, by reason of German greed for
Give us a chance and be convinced.
Sweenyed in both shoulders world power would girdle the
globe
with red, covering the gol
with black spot on right flank.
'
THE SERVICE GARAGE
$10.00 reward for information den path and wholly obliterating
leading to recovery. O. Beaty, it. And if the tears and anMosquero, New Mexico.
lp guish could be converted into a
SPARK PLUG SPECIAL
black border it would girdle the
BETHLEHEM "SPARK PLUGS FOR FORDS
Mrs. E. F. Henry was hos- gold a dozen tims.
small
is
but
rparation
a
the
It
tess to the members of the 0.
;
E. S. Club on Tuesday afternoon gold can make for the blood and
of this week. After spending a tears that drenched the world.
'; Other sizes 90c
Silver City Independent.
delightful af temopn with the
hostess refreshments were serv
THIS IS A PLUG-THAIS''GUARANTEED.
H.H. Mayberry and family
:
,
ed which the. members enjoyed
All late model Fords are equipped with Bethlehem
in Roy Thursday from Ile-bvery .much., All report a deSprings, Arkansas where
lightful! time.
Spark Plugs.
"Í v
they
been the pasté monare glad to get
: A young man fell in love with ths: Yes they
RAYMOND PENDLETON l GERALD DODDS
a pretty German girl and sent back just 'like all the rest that
her a note proposing a place of leave the Mesa arid we presume
meeting. He said: "That 'my they wil make their home on the
darling will make no mistake, mesa for evermore. Any way we
remember I will wear a ' light are all glad to see them back.
pair of trousers and a dark cutMelville Floersheim has been
away coat. In my right hand
I will carry a caré and in my made assistant manager of the
left a cigar. ' Yours éver, Jake. Southern Colorado Mercantile
The girl's father got hold of Company at Raton. We congratthe note and sent this answer: ulate thfc Southern Colorado on
the employment of Mr. Floersh"Dot mire son makes no
I vill be dressed in mine eim as he is considered one of
shirt sleeves. I vill vear in the best salesmen in Northeastmine right hand a elub. In ern New; Mexico.
mine left hand I vill vear a six
n
Ball game was
The
shooter. You vill recognize me
III
by the way I bats you on de called off last Sunday on acJ V
haid a goable times mid de club. count of the mud as the roads
Vait for me at de corner, as I were in such a condition that it
haf somedings important to in- was impossible for the Raton
form you mit. Your frent, team to get to Roy.
Next Sunday the' Roy team
Heinrick Muller." The- young
man didn't keep the appoint- goes to Mills with the full inten
tion of cleaning up on ; the
ment. Exchange.
Mills team.
We missed Earl McMinimy in
Dr. Murdoch the SDrinffer
the F. M. Co. store and asked
Larger Capacity The Rumely Ideal thresher has the capacity
is in Roy this week re
Dentist
for handling an unusually large amount of grain, within a given
where he had vamoosed and
,,dental
lieving
troubles. Dr.
time because you can keep the job running continuously.
found out he had gone with
to Roy so often
Greater Grain Saving The Ideal, thresher has been a most
Brashears, Baker and Fitzger- Murdoch comes
will soon have to
consistent performer over a number of years in threshing absolutely
ald a fishing. .We'll bet they that we
clean any kind of grain headed, bundled or loose Takings.
Dr. already decid
adopt
him,
for
had fun fishing if it rained as
Roy is the best little
ed
Work the extra, large chaf-e- r area, the adjustable
that
Cleaner
much there as it has here this
'
sieve in the shoe and the Ideal system oí wind control guarantees
A
town
Mexico.
New
in
rJ.
week.
a perfect job ot cleaning without waste, under every' condition.' t
1
I.
'
The. picture' "Virgin of Stam-oul- "
Construction The Idea frame has no. cpliced of V
Stronger
P. H. Connely who is visiting
job sills, posts,
bolted membero it is practically a
failed to arrive fór Saturday friends here reports big hail
deck rails, straw sides. It simply can't pull apart or sag.
night but they got another from storms at his home in Dácoma
No Vibratióriln the Ideal the cylinder is perfectly balanced
Tucumcari and will put on á fine Oklahoma. Mr. Connely ' says
and all moving parts are counterbalanced. This makes for steady,
15 and 25c show instead.
Not the Mesa looks better than ever
smooth running and eliminates harmful vibration, minimizes wear
even a flood can keep them from to him. '
;
on the bearings, preserves alignment of shafts and greatly lengthens
'V
"
showing.
the life of the machine.
.
'
Mrs. Alberto Branch Vho has
Easier Operation AU bearings, coneave adjustments and
A.N. Hanson left for Ratbfi been visiting, relatives at New-kir- k
oil and grease cups, where you can take care of them even while
Tuesday where he has secured
the past week?r.retu,rned
,
tne aaeat is running.
a good position with the South- home Monday noon.
;;!V
We can offer you a choice of five sizes 22i36 up to 36x60.
I
ern Colorado Mercantile Co. I
y
i Mosquero' and Hardjng Cotin-ter got it. i He gave up the" trip'
respectfülly'reqest 'the presto Trinidad and went to Albú- - ence of yourself and family and
Anderson Brothers Roy,
querque msteaa to visit his sis- any friend$ to whom
New México.
yoi may
ter who lives there. His moth- wish to shovjt an exceptionally
er and the little Meiklejohn good time, at the first ahnftal
boys went last week on thé train Harding County Birthday Party
John returned Monday on the which will bft held at .Mosquero
.,mail car and will stay at home on June 14thand 15th, to celetill the roads are- better.
the creation of' thé. New.
Many citizens were up all brate
'
County.
Saturday night watching the
By order. of the Committee
river anticipating a flood. One
on Invitations and Publici- i'li
'"'iiiillHWHWIi
IIIMIWMMMIIIIIMaTIIW'il'IIWIIIMi
lillilllfi
il
m
fellow but were not supposed
ty; r ;,v:.-;-:to tell but he got up high and
dry? before' he would risk sleep ' Mr. and Mrs. SchnfcU'of Kep-kaing.-- ' :
,
....
'were, in Roy the íiúU of ÍíR.A. Pendleti is having the
I will trade land . fdr city
;
Build that header barge now. the week, visiting .their daugh- front of his large Garage stuc- property, notes or take m gmé
G. S. Cool-e- f,
:.t)een: quite coed this week. J.' L. Swain is car. Care of
See Roberts & Olver for. al! ter Lédáv;l-ria'
'
Roy, New Mexico.
Piuwltie Hospital. ,. doing the work.
cick at
material
S-- A.

,

,

75 CENTS
T

ed

er

:

'

mis-dake-

s,

Roy-Rato-

.

The County Commissioner are
in session as a County Board
this week.
of Equalization
They are standing by the assessor in most of his findings and
there are remarkably few com
compared
plaints presented
with previous years.
Most people who expect to
fish have their licenses but the
high water in all the streams
has prevented useing hooks or
flies as yet. Sport promises
well when the weather settles.
We are hoping for fair weath
er and dry roads next week
that we may come over to the
Harding County celebratio- nwere eomin anyway but preier
good roads. The Mora Ball team
is getting in form and have
hopes to take the conceit out of
the Roy team later on when
they have .captured Springer's
'
scalp.
Mr. Andres Cruz son of J. A.
Cruz of Holrnan, is home on a

Notwithstanding,

:

'Mfcw..

j..

,

The Ideal Thresher Provides
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one-piec-
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THE
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE

JUNE . 11, 1921.

N

FOR PUBLICATION NOTICE

Department of the Interior, '

In the District Court,
Department of the Interior,
County of Mora.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at ClayPete Tadusz, Plaintiff
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921 No. 2786
VS.
ton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
SKXEICE is hereby given that Stafa Binas Taduasz, Defendant NOTICE is hereby given that
NorJerto Gonzales, ' of David,
To the said defendant. Stafa Tiofilo Salazar, of David, New
New Mexico, who, on April 13,
Binas Tadusz, Greeting: ', You Mexico, who, on April 13, 1918,
,1918, made Homestead Entry are
hereby notified that a suit made Homestead Entry, No.
No. 022863, frr E2 NEi and
Equity
has been commenced 023254, for SWi4 of Section 25,
in
Township 18N, Range 29E, N.M.
E'oSEVi of Section 5, Township against you in the District
Court
19Ñ, Range31E, N.M.P. MeriCounty
for
the
of Mora, State P. Meridian.
dian.
Has filed notice of intention
of New Mexico, by said Pete
Has filed notice of intention Tadusz,
to
make Final Three Year Proof,
whereby he seeks a de
to make Final Three Year Proof, cree
to establish claim to the land
of
divorce
defenfrom
said
to establish claim to the land
upon the ground of deser- above described, before A. A.
above described, before A. A. dant
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner at tion, that unless you enter or his office in Mosquero, New
caused to
his office in Mosquero, New pearance inbe entered, your apsaid suit on or be- Mexico, on the 6th day of July.
Mexico, on the 6th day of July.
1921.
fore the 1st, day of July, A. D. Claimant names as witnesses:
1921.
Claimant names as witnesses : 1921, decree PRO CONFESSO
Eusebio Montano, of Albert,
Tiofilo Salazar, Juan Mestas. therein will be rendered against New Mexico. Juan Mestas. of
Meliton Lovato and J. Olmedo you.
David, New Mexico. Juan T.
Manchego. all of David, New
Cosme R. Garcia,
Montano, of Albert, New Mexico
Mexico.
.
Clerk. and Noberto Gonzales, of David,
Paz Valverde,
D. S. Durrin
New Mexico.
Register.
,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
Paz Valverde,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
Solano, New Mexico
,,

FOR PUBLICATION

.

for

SWi4-NEi-

TovnsKip
19N, Range ZE.
N.M.P.1 Meridian,.
Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
above desciibed, before A. A.
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, New
Mexico, on the 6th day of July,
1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Meliton IiOvato, Tiofilo Salazar, Noberto Gonzales, all of
David, New Mexico, and Reyes
Olivas, of Buyeros, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,

Register.

office. W. H.

IF IT IS TO

.

t

B73

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Santa Fe, Clayton, New Mexico.

SWISS VODUING

The well known Swiss Todling Sereby Alois Ploner wlllbe one
of tbe high lights in tho Chautauqua
program this year. Cadmean audiences have been clamoring for them
for several years and this season Mr.
Franklin, tho Manager of Cadmean
System, has been able to secure them.
It would be hard to Imagine a more
pleasing program than tbe one arranged by Mr. Ploner and his company for the audiences on the Sunflower Circuit. It is unique and picturesque from start to finish.
The Swiss Yodling Serenadcrs appear in the beautiful native costumes
of the Swiss Alps. They sing the
wonderful Alpine songs, play the
zither, violin, guitar and piano, give
the charming native dances and best
of all they give gonerous numbers
of genuine Swiss yodling.
calls are the means
These

Successors to BAUM BROS.
New Mexico.

Attend the' Roy Chautauqua
which opens in Roy next Tuesday and will be in session all
week.- - Program each afternoon
and night. Get your season tic
ket now at any, business house
in Roy. Price $2.75 for adults
and 1.65 for children.

That's what do
i

rot have that bouse stuccoed

'

the same time Save a beaatiM noase to live in?

It

at

oat the dost and

now and keep

can be done cheaper now andyoa will aroid the rash of work in

tas

NOTICE

line later on.

Department of the Interior

5,

LET

E. F. HENRY

THE C0BTR4CT0R DO IT

U. Copien, Vice President
EXPERIENCE IN
ABSTRACT ANO COUNTY
WORK.

YV.

9

U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY

TON, NEW MEXICO
May, 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Salome Naranjo, of Roy, Mora
Pliilip N Sanchez, Secrctaru County, New Mexico, who, on
9 YfARS CXPERIENCF IN
TAXES AND COUNTY
Sept. 23, 1916, made Homestead
WORK.
entry No. 023165, for the SWy

-

'

VAS
,

NE4;

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

KUVi-NWi-

Complete indexes to all lands
;

copies of any recorded instrument furnished.
RECORDING attended to, Djed. Mortgages, etc.
NOTARY WORK of all kinds executed.

'

Al matters entrusted to us dispatched wjili

PROMPTNESS
Very reasonable charges.

-

anb

-

ACCURACY
.

..

W

claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mex
ico, on July 19, 1921.

CERTIFIED

'

NE14-S-

A,

Three Year Proof, to establish

ABSTRACTS complied to all la 'ids in Mora County.
TAXES oí partios living outside of the state attended to.
INFORMATION furnished of assessments, taras, etc

-

NWH-SEV- i;

lA;
Section 10.
Township 18 N. Range 26 E. N.
M. P. Meririan, has filed. notice
of intention to make Final

INCORPORATED.

above described, before F H.
Foster, Ü. S. Commissioner, nt

FOR PUBLICATION

t

Claimant names as witnessess:
Lee West, Leopoldo Andrade,
Manuel E. Naranjo, ; of Rov,
New Mexico , and Bonifacio E- bel, of Wagon Mound, New Mex

Your, business solicited ico.

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

X D. Wade,
.

:

Pro'

--

;

;

;the mills shoe Repair shop.

All work neatjy anil prbmptly'done'.
Located in the Old Bentley Building
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE--

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINA
TIONS; ;fpr POSTMASTER,
Government 'Clerks, Railway
.

Wm. Schocnerstédt Prop.
'

Neifr Mxico.

Mail.. Men,' women, 18 to 65.

For free particulars write J. C.
Leonard (former Civil Service
Esáíííméf)
'm'-ajuitabiá'-E- íd'

v

Pony

weight

Mare,

Black Filley, 3 yrs. old.
Unbroke Mule, 3 yrs old
Registered Polan China
Sow, wt. 300 pounds.
12 Shoats, wt. 100 pounds
100 Chickens.
1
1
1

SERENAOERS.

of communication
across the" 'great
chasms of the Jagged Swiss Alps. In
Switzerland the houses or chaletr are
often, built high on the side of precipices where It would seem impossible
FORD TOURING CAR
for man to stand. Yet these people
not only have houses, but farms on good running order, 1916 model
these steqp mountain sides.
Their
yodllns enables them to hail strangers
10-2- 0
Vz Interest in
Mogul
or call to each other over immense
Tractor.
distances. Whiln the yodellng songs
Vi Interest in 6
Disc Har-roand calls have Immense carrying power, they are also ery musical :.nd
V2 Interest in 4 Disc P. & O.
in no sense harsh or unpleaslng. No
Tractor Plow.
lover of music or novelty should full
to see the Swiss Yodeling Sereuaders
at Chautauqua on tho last day.
4 Empty Oil Barrels.
The programs or the Swiss Yodling
1 Hay Rake, 10 Foot.
Serenaders are educational as well as
1 Low aim Truck with box.
entertaining. They not only
in
1 Moline 3 '4 Wagon.
the picturesque native cosíame and
1 Food Grinder.
give native music, bnt 3so tell the
1
John Deer Cultivator.
stories and describe the aany strange
customs pi their taUrfgtinf cptitry. ; 1 Two section drag harrow.
d.-e-ss

,

LittJe Jap Cultivator.
Moline corn sled.
1 Walking plow, 8 inch.
1 Five tooth cultivator.
Vz Interest
5 foot McCor-mic- k
Mower.
1 Fairbanks pumping engine
2 Sets leather work harness
.
with collars.
t
1 DeLaval Separator No. 5
1
1

Coming Roy Chautauqua June 18.

ALL KINDS OF CEMENT WORK
Why

Dry cows.
Milk cow, ño calf.

.

mint Mini

FOR PUBLICATION

with calves

3 Yearling Heifers.
9 Yearling Steers.
2 Work Horses, Weight
1200 pounds.
2 VVork Mares, weight
1200 Pounds.
1

FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT,

Roy,

Register.

AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

agricultural lease from the State
of New Mexico, with an unexpired term of four years, together
with all improvements thereon;
320 acres of land, fee simple ti
tle, being the west half of Section 28. in Townshin 20 north.
Range 27 east, with all improvements thereon.

CROWDS,

1

Paz Valverde,

Machine Work,

School Section 16, in Township 20 north, Range 27 east,
containing 640 acres, being an

3

Mexico.

General Blacksmith

LIST OF REAL ESTATE

12 Milk cows

JUDY AND BAKER

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro J. Lovato,. Meliton Lo
vato, Jose B. Rael and J. Almedo
Manchego, all of David. New

Register.

v.

Register.

at side.

1921.

t

.1

A

LIVE STOCK.

nades-led

'

t

PAZ VALVERDE,

Hef-li- n.

DELIGHT CHAUTAUQUA

WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
DEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL CASING
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
THIS LINE OF WORK.

1

.

i4

4

Mexico, who, on April 13, 1918,
made Addtl, Homestead Entry,
No. 022980, for SWl4. of Section
7, Township 17N, Range 32E,
N.M.P. Meridian.
Has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A.
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, New
Mexico, on the 8th, day of July,

Corneal, all of Roy, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,.

S2-SW-

E;

you have Pump or
troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix it.

Frutosa Lovato, of David, Nev

May 17, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Albert A. Kidd, of Roy. New
Mexico who, on May 31 1918,-Jun- e
1, 1918, Nov. 22, 1920,
made Homestead Entries, Santa
Fe Sr. 035963, and Clayton Serial Nos.
for Santa Fe, NEVi Sec. 13, T, 18N,
K, 24tt, and Clayton, SW14NE14
SEJ4NWV4. SW(i Sec. 7 NWÍ4,
NVfeSWVi- Section 18, Township
18N, Range 25E, N.M.P. Meridian:
nasniea notice or intention
; to make Final Three Year Proof,

Nio-SEV-

SV2-NE1- 4;

ter, named and appointed by the
court in a certain judgment and
decree made and rendered 0
the 11th day of May, A.D. 1921,
by the District uourt m and for
the county of Mora, wherein Ad- die Robertson, was plaintiff, and
John W. Robertson, was defendant, said cause being numbered
2784. on the Docket of said
court, I will offer for s&le and
sell on the 20th day of June,
A.D. 1921, between the legal
hours of sale thereof, to wit.
between the hours of Í0 o'clock
Jl
If ana setting 01Í tne
sun, at
public auction, to the best and
highest bidder for cash in hand,
no property to be removed until
full settlement is made thereof,
all of the property, both real and
personal belonging to the Addie
Robertson, and John W. Robertson, and will be sold at the Robertson home east of Roy, near
the Pleasant View School House.

WHEN

Clay-

the 13th day of July, rJüi;
ClaimanJt names a3 witneses:
a. 1. üurieson
Dan
AlaJandro Maestas, and Luther

Whereasby virtue of authority vested in me, as special mas-

FAMOUS SWISS YODLERS COMING

Agent.
MILTON FLOERSIIEIM.
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
'
Rov. New Mexico.

.

Department of the Interior,

on

OFFICE AT CLAY
TON, NEW MEXICO
May, 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Julianita L. C. de Baca of Bueyeres, New Mexico, who, on Sept
16th, 1918, and April 13, 1918
made Homestead Entry Applica
tion Serial No. 022857 and 024
i;
06Í, for
Sec. 3, T. 18, R. 31 E,
Sec. 21 and Wi2-Nand
NW14, section 28, Township 19
N. of Range 31 E. N. M. P. Mer
idian, has filed notice of inten-- j
tion to make Three Years Final
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before A.
A. Wynne,. U. S. Commissioner
at Mosquero. New Mexico on
July 20, 1921.
Claimant names as witnessess:
Fulgencio C. de Baca, Nestor C.
de Baca, and Reyes Olives of
Bueyeres, New Mexico, Luis C.
de Baca, of Rosebud, New Mex- U. S. LAND

LOST One wagon sheet on
the road east of town. Finder ico.
please leave same at the

FOR PUBLICATION

026029-02009-

;

E

;

Register.

NOTICE

W-S-

;

4

Section 15, Township 19 N. of
Range 31 E N. M. P. Meririan,
has filed notice of intention to
make Three Year Proof, to es
tablish claim to the land above
described, before A. A. Wynne
U.S. Commissioner, at Mosquero
New. Mexico, on July 20, 1921.
Claimant names as witnessess:
Fulgencio C. de Baca, Reyes
Olivas, and Julianita' L. C. de
Baca, of Bueyeres, New Mexico
and Luis C. de Baca, of Rosebud
New Mexico.
'
PAZ VALVERDE,

is what your CALVES need.
' , DO NOT DELAY.

Mexico, who, on April 16, 1918,

at

MASTER SALE

PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESIVE

made Homestead Entry, No.
023168, for SEij, of Section 25,

U. S. LAND OFFICE

Department of the Interior

Department of the Interior

U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
TON, NEW MEXICO
May, 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Nestor C. de Baca, of Bueyeros
New Mexico, who, on April 13th
1918, made Homestead Entry
Application Serial No. 022885,

merican

U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico. May 16th 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
Luisita Sperr, of David, New

ton, New Mexico. May 16t:i J?
NOTICE is hereby given tv

NOTICE OF SPECIAL

Spanish-A-

Department of the Interior,

NOTICE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,

,

U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico. May 18th 1921
NOTICE is hereby given that
G. W. Orr, devisee of Nathan R. ' 1 Grindstone.
2 Wood water barrels.
Wright, Dec'd, Mobcetie, Texas,
1 Fairbanks gas engine.
who, on June 8, 1916, made
2
Wash tubs.
Homestead Entry, No. 022303,
1 Scoop.
for Nl2 of Section 33, Township
2 Galv Iron Stock tanks.
17N, Range 31E, N.M.P. Meri80 Fence Posts.
dian.
Has filed notice of intention
GOODS
to make Final Three Year Proof, ALL HOUSE-HOLTOO
NUMEROUS
TO
to establish claim to the land
ITEMIZE.
above described, before A. A.
Wynne, U.S. Commissioner, at
Every article and piece of prohis office in Mosquero, New
Mexico, on the 14th day of July perty both personal and real
now belonging to Mr. and Mrs.
1921.
Robertson, will be sold at this
:
Claimant names as witnesses
R. N. Rogers, II. S. Hamby, sale without reservation.
Fred S. Brown
J. S. Baker, and C. L. Flowers,
Special Master.
all of Gallegos, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,
Don't forget the Roy ChauRegister.
tauqua June 14th te 18th. Get
your season tickets now.
FOR SALE: Good German
Millet Seed; none better in the
Do you know you are missing
6tate. Price at ranch 2'2c per some mighty fine pictures at the
lb. Bring your own sacks.
Roy Theatre every . Saturday
F. M. Woodard
night. The managers Eberhart
Route "A"
Roy, New Mexico. and Nickens are showing
the
pictures
best
that
they
get.
can
you
forget the Harding
Lest
and you can see just as good picCounty Celebration June
tures at Roy, as you can at VeNOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
gas or Raton. Come out tonight
and see for your self.
I have bought out Mr,
interest in the water
"YEH" WE'RE ALL GOING
business and will furnish water
TO
MOSQUERO THE I4th and
at 20c per barrel in tank lots
15th
OF JUNE AND HELP TO
and25c in .ingle lots; Leave
osdesrs at the Fairview Pharma?: CELEBRATE THF BIRTH OF
THE NEíV'COtí'f
D

.

,

14-1- 5.

Lea-therma- n's

vame&AY. Jomwioa

Jr.

i

t. ..v

riS'n?;

THV

m

BEFORE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

AFTER

By Randall
Parrish

CHILDBIRTH
Mri. Williams Tells How
Lydia E Pinkham'sVegetable
vompouna ivepi tier
in Health

Author of
"The Strange Casa
of Cavendish"
Ooprrljht, br Rstvlill

Prritk
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Overpeck,
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound helped me both
ana aiier ni y
JDeiore
born. 1
i suffered with back
ache, headache, was
generally run down
and weak. I saw
Lydia JS. Pinkham'i

r

Vegetable

ACTION

Adventure

ACTION I

romampe

mys-

usl
ritW.

Well,
And
action, action, action- - on ovary
stea death I

imp-

pace. That's Randall Parrish's
now story, The Myetory of the
Silver Dafter."
Suppose yon were an American diplomat and you fell In
love at first eight with n wonderful, mysterious girl who was
apparently deep in an international revolutionary" conspiracy
and yon had the identity of a
famous crook thrust apon yon
and you found one of tito chief
conspirators dead from a stab
with the mysterious girl's silver
dagger hatpin 1 And suppose
you set to work to break up the
conspiracy and solve the mar
dor and win the girl wouldn't
yon be busy? Well, that's this
hero and this hero's job.
As to Randall Parrish, all
novel-readeknow him and his
stories.' And this is one of his
best.

OUII1U

UnibCU

I

tery battle, murder

Now I feel fine, take
care of bit two bova
an A An mv own wnrlc.
I recommend your medicine tomyanyone
testiwho is ailing. You may publish
monial if you think it will helpothers."
Mrs. Carrie Wiluams, Overpeck, Ohio.
For more than forty years Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
been restoring women to health who
Buffered from irregularities, displace- menta, backaches, headaches, bearing-dow- n
pains, nervousness or "the blues. '
Today there is hardly a town or hamlet
If!

But no This was plainly modern
a clean, white sheet, no folded parch
ment of old, but some mystery of yesterday. There was writing there, In
Spanish, so faintly traced I could
barely decipher the words, yet clearly
revealed as of this day and generation.
I know Spanish fairly well, having had
a year In Mexico City, yet It required
some time before I could puzzle out
the message on this sheet The paper
had been tora, seemingly sundered
from a much longer letter, and preserved merely because of the specific
address and instructions It contained.
Beyond doubt all else had been destroyed.
What remained may have
been sufficient guidance to the party
who had the benefit of what went before in the original epistle, but was
obscure to anyone else. Yet It was
modern, something relating to this
very time, a menace; something to be
grasped and understood. This convic
tion absolutely gripped me. I stared
at the rather sinister words, blindly
groping at what lay hidden behind
them, Instinctively scenting a conspiracy of evil which I could not determine. All unlntentloned I had stumbled into a clew Which m(ght lead to
startling results, yet It seemingly gave
me no hint of who was Involved, or
of its real nature. I put the words together, weighing' each one with care
as to its exact meaning, and read them
over with increased bewilderment. The
torn fragment began and ended abruptly ; I could only guess at Its meaning,, yet the impression left upon my
mind was both sinister and menacing.
I, wanted to know more.
1

ound advertised in
the newspapers and
decided to try it

:'i

'::

woman does not reside who has been
That is why Lydia E.
made well by
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is now
recognized as the standard remedy for
such ailments.

it

Designed the White House.
xne aesiguer oi uie wane tiouso
was James Hohan, born In Ireland
about 1755. He came to the United
States, settling In Charleston, S., C,
CHAPTER I.
and later to Washington when the city
was first being laid out. He worked
The Message In the Box.
ior the government for the greater
part of his life. ' He Is chiefly known
Anticipating the possibility of my
for his work In connection with the train arriving late, I bad named the
White House, the rebuilding of which hour of my meeting with Cummings
he directed after it was burned in as three o'clock, and, In consequence
n
1814.
of our reaching the city exactly on
time, was compelled to loiter Idly
about the hotel for an hour. However,
In passing through the corridor my
attention was attracted by an unique
curiosity shop occupying a small side
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
room, and, merely to, pass the time
pleasantly, I entered and began exam
ining the strange collection of wares
1

108 sailed Saturday from Stockholm. Will
dépostt letter of credit with Krantx to
your order. Amount ample all needs. See
to this at once, and advise 876 Gana, so
as to be no delay. Two raps, three Cervantes. Waldron favors action this month;
euggest Watonia. Can you be ready? Use
South A code.

ASPIRIN

2!

on display.
There were several articles I lin
gered over, tempted to purchase, put
drifted on, rather undecided, until my
eyes perceived a very quaint lacquered
jewel box, of a class of workmanship
quite unusual. The proprietor, perceiving my Interest, joined me. ,
"The jewel box attracts you," he
Take Aspirin omy as torn in eacn
package of genuine Bayer Tablets of said pleasantly, opening the case and
Aspirin.
Then you will be following bringing It forth. "You have love for
the directions and dosage worked out such things?"
"A deep Interest at least," I admit
bv . Dh.vslclans during 21 years, ana
proved safe by millions. Take no ted? taking" the' article Trdm Ms tiand,
chances with substitutes. If you see "a collector In an amateur way. What
the Bayer Cross on tablets, yon can Is the workmanship surely not Jap
take them without fear for Colds, anese?"
Rheumatism,
"Although posi"No," smilingly.
Headache, Neuralgia,
Earache, Toothache, Lumbago : and tively I cannot answer as to its orfor Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve igin. The Inscription, which can only
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also be read with a microscope" he traced
sell larger packages. Aspirin' Is the with his finger "Is ancient Arabic,
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of but no wild Arab ever did the lacquer.
Monoacetlcacldester of Sallcyllcacld.
"Yet so strange a curio must have a
Adv.
history, an imaginary one, at least
What Is the story?"
He Got It
"Positively none," he admitted recomes
your
ground
"If Crabbe ever
gretfully. "The fact is, this article was
place to borrow anything don't you let found by a chambermaid in one of the
him have It."
hotel rooms, and turned in to the man
"You've spoken too late. He was
ager. He made every effort to trace
around yesterday."
the guests, only to learn that they, two
"You chump! What did he borrow?1
men, by the way, had registered false
"Trouble. He's In the hospital now."
ly. He even advertised, but with no
Boston Transcript.
response, and finally, after thirty days.
was persuaded to accept my offer for

'

That this letter was authentic I had
no 'feubt, nor was its meaning altogether obscure in the light of certain
events.. Several allúsious were familiar to. me and these were what caused
my earlier suspicions to crystallize Into
probability. It bore all the earmarks
of a plot, a revolutionary plot, and one

the article."

iff tyciCiji

Anew size package!
.Ten for 10c.
Very convenient.
Dealers carry both;

10forl0c;20for20c.
It's toasted.
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As I stooped hastily to recover the
overturned box, I was astounded to
discover the bottom slipped partially
aside, as though some secret spring had
been touched, revealing so narrow a
receptacle that the ordinary eye would
never puspect the possibility of Its existence. Not only was there a false
bottom, but the opening revealed a
Closely folded paper. I grasped this
quickly, a thrill running through me.
message
What ancient and
'
wis about to be unfolded?
-

THET SPREAD
DISEASE
I
.21
Plsnd nywh.r., DAISY FLY KILLER attract! sad
kiUt sil Bies. Neat, clean, ornamental, eoyement and
enaap. uauiiim1
t1

"You have put a price on this?"
"Yes, ridiculously low, no doubt, yet
bringing me a good profit."
He named a price, and, still with the
box in my hands, I yielded to the temptation, and bought it. The article was
sufficiently small to find lodgment in
an overcoat pocket, and, as Cummings
appeared a little later, was soon for
gotten in the earnestness of our conversatlon. We later had dinner to
gether, and attended the theater In
company, my mind so occupied 'with
other matters that I scarcely once
thought of the strange purchase I had
made, which remained securely hidden. It was only after returning to
my own room, then neaiing midnight,
that it was again recalled to memory,
Only an Idle curiosity and a feeling
of sleeplessness induced me to draw
the article forth, and remove Its wrap
pings, but the sight served lmmedl
ately to Increase my Interest. . It was
certainly a wonderful find, artistically
beautiful, and most unusual In design.
There was a mystery that must have
exercised a strange spell over my
imagination, for I dreamed of the longdead workman who fashioned it, forgetful of the passing night hours. A
clock somewhere In the neighborhood
struck, and I counted twelve, arousing
myself. Perhaps 1 was already half
sleeping, for as I turned to rise my
sleeve struck the box at the edge of
the table, and before I could prevent
the fall, It lay upon the floor at my
-

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Heavy Sklr '.
Freshen
With the antiseptic, fascinating CutJ-cur- a
Talcum Powder, an. exquisitely
You naturally feel secure when you scented convenient, economical face,
know that the medicine you are about to skin, baby and dusting powder and
take is absolutely pure and contains no perfume. Benders other perfumes superfluous. One of the Cuticura 'Toilet
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t, Trio (Soap, Ointment, Talcum). Adv.

A Feeling of Security

long-burie- d

í

'

'

Questioned

Him Relative to the Mys

terious

Box.

To
not yet brought to consummation.
be sure the note was undated, and the
box had been left at the hotel thirty
days before. Yet the Watonia was certainly the name of a ship and to my
memory suggested Central American
trade. This did not necessarily Imply
that the Conspirators had abandoned
their purpose. More likely they were
not' quite ready In time to operate on
the sailing date of that particular ship.
Some delay, had occurred, and, possibly, even now prompt action might
overturn all their plans. I undressed
and went to bed, but not to sleep, for
the darkness brought new thoughts
and suggestions for the morrow.
1 was still In government
employ, although unasslgned, and felt this discovery to be a direct call upon my
While my first Inclination
service.
should naturally have been to turn the
whole matter over to the proper bureau for. Investigation, two facts led
me In another direction I was sufficiently young to seek adventure, and
I desired to verify my suspicions before creating any false alarm.
As I rested there, sleepless, staring
up at the black ceiling, the words of
the strange fragment of letter remained vividly before me. Little' by
little I dug at the truth, coming finally
to this conclusion: "108" wns, no
doubt the recognized number of some
agent who had been dispatched to
America on a special errand to the
conspirators in this country. He had
sailed Saturday, a month agoor more,
and must have long since arrived at
some port bringing with him Instructions not to be Intrusted to the mall,
and sufficient money, ln form of letter
of credit with which to finance whatever nefarious scheme of revolution
This money
might be contemplated.
'

was to be nald out to the authorized
party through a man named Krantz.
Who was Krantz? There was a well- known banking firm, Eulb, Krantz &
Co., in Wall Street and It was quite
probable these might prove the ones
involved, although to my knowledge
they had no outward junta connections of this nature. "Cans" was evidently a street although I could recall
none bearing so peculiar appellation.
while the password was In Itself proof
almost positive as to the South or Central American sympathies of the conspirators.
These facts were fairly clear as I
thus weaved them together, but they
were rendered more damning by the
other name mentioned Waldron. If
this was Ivan Waldron, I had good reai
son to know the fellow, and, to connect his activities with any scheme
destined to embarrass the government
He was a professional agitator of the
most pronounced type, a socialist radical, who In the past had openly advocated opposition to all law and order.
Moreover, the fellow had a large and
desperate following, to whom he was a
high-prieHe was reported to be a
ltussian by birth, but spoke English
without an accent, and I felt no doubt
but what a sufficient amount of money
would engage his Interest In any desperate cause. The desire to "get him"
added zest to my Interest In the affair.
If he was actually at the head of these
fellowji, these plotters against the neutrality of the United States, thecatch
would be worth while.
As soon as possible next morning I
sought out Burke, the manager of the
hotel, with whom I had a- speaking acquaintance, and, without confiding the
extent of my discovery, questioned him
relative to the mysterious box, and the
guests who left it behind. Two men,
he said, both well dressed, but with
nothing particularly to distinguish
them, had registered together late In
the afternoon of Friday, September 27,
and on request had been assigned, to
one room with twin beds and a bath.
The larger man, who had inscribed himself as "P. S. Horner, Detroit," alone
had a bag; his companion, known to
the hotel as "Gustave Alva, Toledo,
Ohio," being without baggage.
The
bill was paid the next morning by
. Horner, and the two departed together.
It was an hour later when the chambermaid on that floor reported finding
the 'box In the room vacated. After
holding it for a day or two In expectation that It might be called for, no
such Inquiries being made, the hotel
endeavored to trace the men, but to
no avail. The fellows had either falsely registered, or were entirely unknown
where they claimed residence.
The
first was the most probable condition.
After thirty days, and having exhausted all reasonable efforts to find the
rightful owner, the hotel felt legally
justified In selling the trinket That
was all Burke knew of the matter,! and
his interest In it was not keen.
I am Inclined to think now that I
went at the problem without much
system, and that any success achieved
was through pure accident. During
the forenoon I dropped In upon Clement Ereckearldge, cashier of the Dover's National bank. We had been
classmates at college, and I generally
called on him when In the city. This
time I led the conversation to Kulb,
Krantz & Co., on the pretense that I
had received mall from them relative
to some recommended Investment
Clement knew Krantz well and favorably, and my probing elicited the Information that the man was Austrian
by birth, but a naturalized citizen,
rather deeply Interested In political
matters. If his sympathies were at all
revolutionary he had carefully refrained from any such open expression. The firm had made a specialty
of handling South American business,
and had intimate financial connections
In both Itio and Buenos Aires. The
company ranked high In financial
st
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circles.

kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The same standard of purity, strength
and excellence is maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-Roo- t.
It is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in
teaspoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It is nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troables.
'A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t.

'
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Enter the heroin.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

And There You Have It
Elizabeth, when asked the ages of
her two brothers, answered, "I am big
ger than tho littlest one and littler
than the biggest one."

,

YOD CAN WALK IH (WORT
If ron Shaks Inte Tour Shots soms ALLEN'S
FOOTsBASBJ, ths Antiseptic Hsallnc powder for show that pinch or fst thai achs.
It take ths frietlon from tbo shoe and
gtvss nIM to earns and bunions, hot, tirad,
sweating-Ladles oaa wear
swollen feet.
show one sis smaller br shaklna Alloa's

need a medicine, you ahonld
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large. FootatBaM In eaoh shoe. Adv.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
."
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
"So you saw the doctor today about
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
your Indigestion.
Did he ask you to
mention this paper. Adv.
give up anything?" "Yes, $2."
Who spends the present In dreamA national bird Is the eagle with
ing of the future will spend his future
In mourning his past
the stork a close second.
you

,

Self-denia- l.

"That Tired Feeling" Often
Forecasts Sickness
When yon are tired without good
cause, lack ambition and feel out
of sorts generally, yon nay be
heading straight tor a sick spelL
These symptoms often
show the whole system,
especially the blood, Is
disordered.
Don't wait till you are
sick in bed. Almost every ailment can be warded off if attended to in

time. Any doctor will tell yon that
Start at once to drive Impurities
from your system and help enrich
your circulation with famous S.S.S.,
the vegetable blood tonic
of fifty years standing.
Get S.S.S. from your
druggist today, and write
about your condition to
Chief Medical Advisor,
847 Swift Laboratory,
Atlanta, Georgia.

What to Me fo
CdDEISTEFATEdDRJ
Take a good dose of Carter's little Liver Pills
then take 2 or 3 tor a lew nights after. 1 hey
CARTER'S cleanse
your system of alJ waste matter and
Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
Regulate
ASI ITTLE
INE1R take aS SUgar.
Genuine bear flgnalure

yC

4 PILLS

Small PilL Small Dose. Small Price.

MORE THAN HE COULD STAND MAROONED
Mr. Cityman Changed His Mind

When-Busines-

Partner Began to
Wtmt He Said to His Wife If you
want a garden this year you had better
hire somebody to make It.. I'm not going to try It again. I've figured It out ;
and If I would spend on my business
the time I put In on that garden 1
would make enough money to keep us
In vegetables for fifty years. I am off
It for life.
What He Said 'to His Neighbor I
don't think I'll bother with a garden
this year. It doesn't pay ; I may do a
little ; but the digging and the labor
I'm on that for Ufe.
What He Said to His Partner Well,
how's the garden coming along? I'm
r.ot doing much with mine this year.
What? How high did you say? Already? What seed did you use?
What He Said to His Wife When He
Got Home An Hour Early That Day-- Call
me when dinner's ready. I've got
to get the garden started today or I'll
never raise a thing. Life.

FOR THREE YEARS

Sailor's Long Period on Loneliness
Small Island Located in the

on

South Seas.

Brag About His Garden.

Marooning occasionally

brings about

a modern Crusoe ; just as It did with
Alexander Selklfk, who was put ashore
at Juan Fernandez, and whose adventures gave Defoe the foundation for
trading
Crusoe."
"Robinson
The
schooner, Queen Charlotte, passing a
small Island of the Marquesas In the
South seas, landed her boat to Investigate the smoke of a fire, as. It was understood the Island, was uninhabited.
Here was found a United States sea-- ,
man, who had been put ashore with
three shipmates by their captain, on
account of their mutinous conduct
The three others had died, but the
man from Connecticut had contrived to
Uve on the fish he caught, and the
breadfruit and coconuts and other, products which he could gather. When
rescued after three years' loneliness,
his utensils consisted of great shells,
and two cups which he possessed,
made from the skulls of his companions.

Woman, Lovely Woman.

Strange Inconsistencies.
It takes a woman longer to make up
Here Is one of life's Inconsistencies :
her mind than It does to make up her
face, but with either she usually gets A mouse is afraid of a man, a man Is
afraid of a woman, and d woman Is
what she Is alining at. Florida
'
afraid of a mouse. Exchange.

Made Just tolburTaste
And Always the Same
TlOU

.

"The present war must have cost
them a rather heavy loss," I hazarded.
"However, this Is nothing to me. By
the way, Clement, do you chance to
know of a Gans street in this town?"
"Gans? That is a new one on me.
Try the city directory there on the
edge of the desk.".
The name was not to be found, nor
any other approaching It In sound or
spelling, and I finally drifted out ontij
the street, really no wiser than when
I first entered. I made one more effort,
however, telephoning to a detective
sergeant whom I knew well, as to the
present whereabouts of Ivan Waldron.
The last heard of Waldron, he was In
West Virginia, speaking to striking
miners;' that was less than a week
ago;' he had not been seen, In the city
'
since.,

,

Snatched at a Brand.
"Dr. Mott" says the palpably antilegal Yale News, "had Intended t
take up the study of law, but his Y. M.
C. A. work, while a student at Cornell
Influenced him to follow Christian pursuits." Quoted by F. P. A., in the'
New York Tribune.

secure uniformity of

strengtK

time

and flavor in your meal-

drink,by the portion used.

MiPosiuri
(instead of coffee or tea)
,

can be made instant
ly by measuring the
powdered Postum

with a teaspoon,

placing the contents

in a cup, then adding
hot water. Better for
nerves and digestion.
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MOSQUERO AND VICINITY
Mr. Frank Hyatt af Rosebud,
was 'here the first part of the
week transacting business and
calling on his old friend Mr. L.
Sullivan
Mr. Fred Brown of Roy was
in the County Seat on business
Monday. " Mrs., Cory died Sunday and
was buried in the Mosquero Cem
etery Monday. Bro. Massagee
of French preached her funeral
Mrs. Cory had been sick for
several months, and of late grow
ing very, weak. She
often
spoke of herself saying she vm
ted to go, as. she was a very
deep christain and ready to
meet her Savior. .
- The whole Vicinity extends to
the txreeaved
family
their
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It

is the beacon

..'

light pointing out the
'.
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pathway to peaceful otd' age.

OWvdollar will
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BANE-0E2RO--

$36,000.00

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the interior.
'

(

'

U. S. LAND OFFICE AT CLAY
'
TON, NEW MEXICO
May, 26, 1921
NOTICE is hereby .given that
Arthur I) . Hurford, of Mills,
New Mexico, who, on February
26th, 1917 made Homestead Application, No.- 021636, for" S'i-SSection 31, Township 22
N, Range 25 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to , make Final Three, Year
Proof,-testablish claim to the
land abo?e described, before F.
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
at his office at Roy, New Mexico
on the 18th day of July 1921.
Claimant names as witnessess:
G. C. Til!, Alvin Lusk, Earl Casé
and C. D. Cheney, all of Mills,
New Mexico. .
PAZ VALVERDE,?'
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NOTICE

Arizona, Mr. L. W. Wilson's son
'are visiting .the Wilson
home. Mr. Stults is a very
pleasing and congenial, young
man. we are informed that he
is contemplating
on taking
charge of one of Mr. Wilson's
farms and remain with up, we
welcome them with us and in
our Vicinity, and wish them
success.
Mr. .Hill and W. A. .Stine-baugmade a business trip to
Roy last Monday.
Mrs. John McNeil is still at
Roy in the Hospital, but is getting along nicely.
Mr.. Roy Keller is buiíding a
nice new one room house during the rainy days.
Mr. Keller is buying a new
threshing machine. We certain
ly appreciate this as we have so
much wheat in the Vicinity and
are badly in need of another
machine.
Mrs. C. N. Tinker, who was
visiting in Neb. and Mr. C. N.
Tinker's brother of Cal. arrived
one day to late for Ero. Tink-

..

Í

heart felt sympathy.
Mr. Stults and wife of Yuma

v;
W

Capital and
Surplus '' "

;.

!

,

comfort.
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Lively Program at Chautauqua Third Day.

,

,,

J. Hbpel; Pt II. Connelly. Tom
Courjney jnd ..II, E.: Truesdale
had ir bachelors dinner at the
lrucsdalc house m the west
part of towfi.last Sunday. They
did riot' state what the- menu
was, but say they sure had some
dinner". ; J.. Appel was chef and
P. IV Connelly dishwasher.''
OIL OIL OIL

E,

I have 2GV;50 gal .bis of Perm
Tractor Oill will sell at cost to
good responsible parties, will
take note;toi draw 10
payoble iri Nov. 1921.
II. A. Pendleton.
per-ccn- t,
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sextette of rollicking;
glrl3 will make-merr- y,
in a big
double Scotch program at the Chautauqua to be held here soon. These
charming "Maids O'Dundee" wear the
plaids and kilts of the Highlands,' sing
the songs of Scotland, play the lilting,
skirling, whirling
that have
been piped into musical immortality
by their Scotch ancestors. They dance
and they sing and they play and they
give little skits and sketches .and
they're the Happiest company of gloom
chasers you ever saw.
,
One of the interesting members of
the orchestra is Miss Beryl W&tson
whose soprano solos and Jazzy
playing are features; Miss Irene
A

Shrvyer is the real

good-lookin- g

"Roaminl In the Gloamin', " "Bonnie
Swéet Béssie," "It's Nice to Get Up in
the Morning," ''Wee Deoch an' Doris,"
"I Love á Lassie,'' "Wee Hoose 'Mang
the Heather"' and others sung and
loved around the world.
On Sundays the Maids are good
Scotch Presbyterians and give
beautiful sacred program, singing many of
the old religiqus melodies made familiar and famous by the stout hearted
worshippers for the times when they
had to be brave to worship as they
believed.
All dances are omitted on
Sunday.
;
They're a great group o' Lassies
and ye'U surely not want to mis3
heariu' 'em.

violin-

g

who stars, with her dancing of
tho Hir'Manfl ílliii.. HJfco T),,K
i;on, cornets ana violins and sings
beautiful contralto solos and when she
isn't entertaining the r public spends

ist,

ir'

her time entertaining the other mem-- .
ber3 of the company who couldn't
travel without
Miss Phoebe
Scott is a Jcot in nationality a well
as a Scott in name, she officiates at
the piano, is the manager of the company, plays cello, r;ives delightfuf song
specialties, and buys the tickets.
The Maids O'Dundee don't try to
givea highbrow Scotch program. They
do stunts and Harry Lauder specialties and sing old favorites like:
.

Now is the time to insure
you want.
your wheat? the rain is going to
make it grow so rapidly that
hail will injure it. .Insure it
with Schultz and Johnson. They
er's funeral.
will take your note until October
The funeral services were con
Register. 1st, without interest. See them
,
ducted by the Pastor Rev. H.
at once. Can give you just what G. Gardner. His subject ' was
LIGHTNING KILLS
"The Death of a Saint" Rev.
Coming Roy Chautauqua June 16
NEAR LOGAN ' 'Marion,. Conner, formerly of
Gardner spoke very tenderly of
.
, luuiaiiu uut iiu
,
,
The Roy Theatre will give
living in iucuiii- - the Christain life and influence For "Linotype" Printers Only
T . ,
A letter from T.R. Pint resirucK a cup ouKcari has purchased a pair of ot Bro . Tinker. The , sermon
lino- the well known picture "Virgin ceived by the,
who
one
is
A
linotyper
contains the
ñt near Logan last Thurrdayine !ots: jüSt east of the B,p. was very touching and helpful types on the linotype, and the of Stamboul" Friday and Satur(between lines), that we
fact
u
...cu
uuinuei
wiicic
i
v7t) Church and has started the to the vast congreation present linotype is a machine on which day nights June 10 and 11th. would not need to be surprised
camped who are working on xy
of
fine, garag' on There were many floral offer- the linotyper who linotypes cn This is a wonderful picture and to see them arrive in Roy most
M
highway and killed Otto Hyae
;;.iots and wiU live in the gar-un- a ings on the casket. The church
the linotype linotypes. Now yoit should not miss it. Prices any day during the coming sum
.
...
n
i
J. S. Cook and seriously
' rue
ne is uunamg me line was specially decorated by the thc linotyper linotypes on che 25, and 50 cents. ..On June 30th
mer. We knew T. R. would
wounded a number of others. he ?. KVwilí erect on the' lots.
church and mends ot Bro. link Unotype until mere is no more they will show that, famous pic- come back, just like Jack
to
Tuc
wounded
were
taken
The
Mr. and 'vMrs. Conner are the er.
linotyping to be linotyped, by ture "The Confession". This
John Shamblin, John Ar
umcari for treatment and all kind of
ple we want in Roy ', The Choir cang several beau- the linotyper on' the linotype on picture was shown a few weeks
and
Abe Slusher has done
Lightning and they will be a valued addinett,
recovered.
have
;
hymns, after the services whjeh the linotype,!-- who lino ago at Santa Fe and showed to
past
few months. ' Well,
struck the center pole of one of, tion to our fast growing little tiful
the
paid its last tri- types on , the linotype linotypes. a packed house' for three' days.
congration
the
we don't blame him for wanting
the largér tents of the camp out town. v;'..
'''.,
bute to a great and good man
Gustave Groh'mann in Dubu This picture will be given under tó come back to the new County
fit which was used as chuck
.which
many were the tears
tre auspices of the Catholic and if he don't hurry he will
que (la.) Leader. ;;
,;
tent for the boys and ail in the '
.
flowed from the eyes of those
A.
church who will have full charge
Kidd
sold
Webb
bunch
a
fine
tent were either killed or woun Of
a
steers last week and deliver- who looked at the remains for '.' John Hombaker has secured of. ticket sales. The price- will not know Roy' as there are
ded.
now
up
going
homes
domett
new
the 'last time.
the contract f oí the Baum Bros be 25 .and 50 cents. So make
Otto Hyder is a brother of ed them as far as Springer.
cervices were con- building
burial
that Lithe making and arrangements to see ' these two and several more will be built
Verna Lea Hyder who was book
Mosquero Cemeat
the
cluded
soon, and by. the way Mr. Pint
Miss Amy Welch a teacher in
cement blocks wonderful pictures.
keeper at the First National
tery
and the mortal remains of the laying of the
Bank of Roy for several month.; the Dawson Schools who has Bro.
we have just had 4 inches of
Tinker were laid to rest un-- i The building will be made of
last v. inter and is the son oi 31 lieen ths guest of Misses 'Nina til the great resurection morn Airspace '. cement blocks , with
Col. George Cochrane the auc- rain and say Morris Baker and
J. Hyder of Logan. Mr. Cook rjid Shirly Nutter for several
smooth' face. The front will be tioneer was in Roy on business Fitzgerald are in the mounwas a farmer from the southeas days, left for. her home in Arco ing.
'
well,
fare
a
last
No
for
time
tains fishing this weelv
a
th first of the week.
if glass and stucco.
Idaho Tuesday.
tern part of Quay County.
No time for a shock of fear,
Scarcely a moment halt on the
Shore, with the guide and
boatman near.
THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC HAVE BEGUN A SUMDear how supprised you were
MER SCHEDULE OF MUSIC INSTRUCTION FOR SCHQ
to go, with little to suffer, lit
OL CHILDREN AND OTHERS DESIRING TO CONa
, tie to know.
TINUE OR TAKE UP ANY BRANCH OF MUSIC. CLAS
5
moment
dark,
of
Only
a
SES ARE ALSO BEING FORMED'Fmt THOSE DESIRnight,
fleeting
of
A
dream
ING TO REVIEW OR MAKE v UP 'SCHOOL WORK. A
And then the beautiful break of
GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR PUPILS WHO FAILED TO
day.
MAKE THEIR GRADES AT SCHOOL,
And
the quite peace of light,
FOR PARTICULARS PHO'lv'E TO Oil CALL AT. THE
vou .found yourself
And
of our GROCERIES
Ve pride ourselves on
. . .
CONVENT.
Where you longed to stand,
upon our ability to render
the variety purity and freshness--an- d
In repose in the Fatherland.
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iggALlTY and PRICE
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That's a combination that will win and, best of

you SERVICE.
al- l-

Fáirview Pharmacy

OUR PRICES SATISFY

the Roy Drug Store
'

;

'

'

:,
o
;
We carry a full and complete line of Staple and Fancy Groceries,
and we make it a rule to keep our stock FRESH. If you are .,
'
particular about what you put on your table, then we
' want your trade. Wre take a delight in pleasing peo- Remember there's a
pie who are particular.
' standing invitation to you to visit this store

.;

:

o-o-

J

.;'

-o

.

A complete line of;

-

Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicene3, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos)
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.
-

' '

when you want THE BEST

SODA FOUNTAIN
AH

the Popular Drinks andlc

News standi
A 6)

,y All

is.

Hot Drinks in'season.

thecal est Magazinesjand daily papers

ESTABLISHED 1908

'.' that will fit your purse and
';

'

'
.

please you.
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" A Square Deal Every Day"

(Proprietor.)

Hi
"

'

'

JS
ASTON:
Grocery Company

Dr.M:D.Gibbs
(' '

at prices
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